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Scr pro apk without root

Scr Screen Recorder Pro is an advanced tool used to share screenshots to other android friends and someone who are friends and as usual in everyday life.It will provide you with the best ever quality to share screenshots and make it in advance and easy to use Recording great quality screencasts right out of your cell
phone or pill! Description All singles on rooted/jailbreak/unlocked devices! Do not connect if your trick is not rooted and cracked apk that android tool that are the most famous . The best countless finesse screen-casts old style from phones or medications! The SCR Screen Recorder uses faster video indoctrination
hardware to achieve the best excellence of recording shade on any purposeful. It's a lone video recorder on the market that supports the Tetra device that counts the Nexus 7. If you meet any subject, please hit him to ask me to become your purposeful. The SCR Screen Recorder collects untied usage figures to help in
the bug's path and examine how operators use the app. This software uses FFmpeg 1.2 source code licensed below LGPL. To download, click on the download. Download Scr Screen Recorder Pro 0.20.3 Apk Cracked [ No Root ] Download Features: + No advertising + Record the screen with Audio or No Audio + With
face camera + Countdown timer + Touchscreens (show /hide) + Video effect like white and black, Speia, + Edit the recording after recording + Cut video + Magic key HD Screen Recorder – No Root Pro 1.0.65 Apk Full paid is a Video Players &amp; Editors Android appdown appload last version HD Screen Recorder –
No Root Pro Apk Full Paid For Android with direct link You can save the screen view without ROOT on Android 5 and above. Screen Recorder Pro is an app for capturing images without ads and unlimited screen. Voice and camera recording support. The presentation is tailored to create videos that show the use of
educational videos and recordings. Tested in the android version list below, runs smoothly Nougat 7.1 API level 25 Nougat 7.0 API level 24 Marshmallow 6.0 API level 23 Lollipop 5.1 API level 22 Lollipop 5.0 API level 21â-º HD Screen Recorder No Root Pro features: â – ª Easy to install and easy to use â – ª High
resolution, frame speed, and bit rate; HD video support â – ª Save, record and edit all screen is ad-free â – ª Unlimited recording time â – ª Recording external audio â – ª Add face and reaction to the camera â – ª Record your own reactions (add your face and reaction to the content) with Facecam feature along with the
game! â – ª You can adjust the frame rate and video bit speed! â – ª You can set the countdown before recording! â – Ş LOWEST screen capture app: less than 2MB â – ª Different video quality settings are available. â - ª Possibility touches the screen during the â – Ş HIGH QUALITY video: 1080p, 12Mbps, 60FPS â – ª
Perfect screen recorder and recording. â – ª Almost all phone support â – ª Rootless on Android 5.0+, it will work ok.â-º HD Screen Recorder No Root Pro Note: To take advantage of all the features of Screen Recorder Pro, it is necessary to accept the rules through recording, camera, microphone and other
applications.â-º HD Screen Recorder No Root Pro Note: If you have any comments or suggestions about Screen Recorder Pro, please contact us at urrfam@hotmail.com. Your feedback is valuable to us! HD Screen Recorder – No Root Pro Apk FullHD Screen Recorder – No Root Pro Apk FullWhats New: HD Screen
Recorder – Root Pro errors were not removed, the application was improved. Tested on the Android version list below, runs smoothly Nougat 7.1 API level 25 Nougat 7.0 API level 24 Marshmallow 6.0 API level 23 Lollipop 5.1 API level 22 Lollipop 5.0 API level 21 Google Play Official SCR screen recorder See SCR
screen screener, Android most comprehensive screen capture app The SCR Screen Recorder supports all Android versions of 4.0 and uses the best encoding method available on each platform. Since its first release in early 2013, the SCR Screen Recorder has been frequently updated and new features have been
added regularly. Unique features: • SYSTEM AUDIO (requires root) - On most devices, you can directly record in-game audio without losing the quality caused by the speaker's output to record the microphone. The Internal + Mic option lets you add microphone comments to your system audio recording. Currently, this
feature is not available on Android 4.2, but will be added soon. • FACE CAM - Share your emotions by adding a front camera to your video. You can move the camera layer so that it does not interfere with important controls. • NO ADS - Unlike other free screen recorders, SCR never shows ads. The development of all
my applications is supported only by donations. • SETTINGS - There is no mater if you want to choose simple preset settings or manually tweak every setting we have covered. SCR supports many customizations and provides performance and stability statistics. • ALPHA FEATURES - Let us know what's important to
you in this thread or by joining the SCR Alpha Testing Google+ community on the SCR Screen Recorder uses a variety of hacks and unofficial API that may not work on some devices and OM' If you run into any problems try to experiment with different settings. In case this does not help you select Send a bug report
from the SCR Settings menu or get help in this thread. Keep up with the point that some devices just don't support certain coding options so there's no point complaining that GPU+ image transformation doesn't work if the GPU transformation works well. Google Play ban and warning Dangerous app SCR Pro was
recently banned on Google Play and the account has been terminated. This was probably caused by a recent Google Play attack on apps that switch SELinux to permissive mode. Unfortunately, they did not send me a warning, so I do not have the opportunity to remove this feature. See SELinux section below for more
details. Free SCR Pro for everyone! I do not want to charge anyone twice for the same application and no publishing method allows migration of thousands of users who have already paid for the app, so I decided to release SCR Pro for free! You can grab the APK below and enjoy all the features of the latest edition of
SCR Pro on Google Play. There are no time limits, watermarks, etc. Simply full-featured the best Android screen recorder for free! Consider a donation for me, especially if you haven't bought SCR Pro before, so I'm continuing to develop this app. SCR Screen Recorder Pro v1.0.5 SCR 5+ Pro v0.1.3 (no root, NO
INTERNAL SOUND, requires Lollipop) In case you do not know how much to donate, the previous price of this application was $5 SELinux details SCR Root switches SELinux to compliant mode when it works and returns it to its initial value after it is turned off. On most KK+ devices, some SCR features won't work
without disabling SELinux. Mostly internal audio recording. If you want to try using SCR in SELinux mode let me know (hint at your Android version and why selinux is enabled for you during recording), and I can do this and option in SCR Settings. Translations Huge thanks to current translation authors! Arabic - MrNice14
Chinese (Simplified) - iKira Chinese (Taiwan) - GPFsam Danish - Evildog1 Dutch - Sdelange99 Finnish - T3ER German - Paolo Poso Korean - Ghilwoon Kim Portuguese (Brazil) - Walisson85 Russian - Mavryck Slovak - Pyler Spanish - DavBar9 Due to the amount of work I am not able to add new translations in the
moment. I often post error messages when I start recording, what should I do? Try changing the resolution or switching between CPU/GPU image transformation modes. Some devices do not support all combinations of settings. If you can't get any settings to work with, tap the Report button on the error dialog and send
the full report email, including the system log. Recording works well except for weird colors Choose Reverse Color Repair in SCR Settings. The video contains some random colors instead of my screen That is caused by the crash of the video encoder of the device. It can usually be fixed by changing the resolution. The
video is sidelined, how do you rotate it? Just like the default Android Camera SCR app, it checks the screen orientation when recording starts and adds orientation metadata to the video file. Some video players (e.g. VLC) ignore orientation metadata and always display videos horizontally. YouTube and the default
Android video player can correctly detect orientation metadata and vertical videos. If you want a video to use vertical boxes instead of rotation metadata Pin advanced in the SCR Settings menu, and then select Vertical Boxes. Keep up with the fact that video hardware coders and video snuck-ins on many devices don't
support vertical frames, especially in high resolutions. My phone becomes really laggy when I start recording phones hardware is not designed to record HD video and play 3D games at the same time, so I have to move the boundaries. There will always be a slowdown. You can reduce lag by reducing the resolution and
speed of thumbnails. A lower frame rate and lower resolution means your phone needs less power to code video and has more backup resources to run other apps and games. If you have Android 4.3 try GPU+ image transformation mode that is much faster on some devices. Small Print This app collects anonymous
usage statistics to help track bugs and analyze device compatibility. This software uses an unmodified code FFmpeg 1.2 licensed under LGPL. scr-screen-recorder-pro-1.0.3.apk scr-5-screen-recorder-pro-0.1.2.apk scr-screen-recorder-pro-1.0.4.apk scr-5-screen-recorder-pro-0.1.3.apk scr-screen-recorder-pro-1.0.5.apk
Last edited: December 7, 2015 Reactions: MrNO08, fadilfadz, anagramgenius and 278 others So, what are the benefits of this over screencast? There are quire several advantages of SCR over Screencast: SCR supports Tegra devices running on Jelly Bean on many devices it is much faster (eg on Nexus 4 you can
record [email protected] with minimal CPU usage) SCR UI uses a floating window displayed on top of other applications, so you can start recording without recording recorder UI it is in active development, respectively. I keep adding new features and fixing errors Last edit: August 27, 2013 Reactions: rbrandser,
DodoGTA, -- &gt; and 10 others Hmm ... I've never seen that before. This looks like some generic android error message. Do you always win or just once? Which device/Android version are you using? Make sure you're rooted (i.e. open SuperSu or Superuser and make sure it's complaining). When I click setting always
fclose dude,im rooted already Sent by your girlfriend ^_^ good thing you made this thread finally! I did not have any problems after some updates on my samsung galaxy card 2 with cm 10.2 I gpu+ I faster that normal gpu rendering but cpu rendering is the fastest, I do not know why. I don't know why the other recorders
are so slow compared to this, but I'm glad I found this a few months ago. :d a good: ---------- Post added at 04:04 PM ---------- The previous post was at 03:45 PM ---------- There will also be a recording app called everplay for android, but I don't know when because it will take a while to allow it to shoot without roots, but it
is already for ios. When it will be released for android I should record sound too much as on ios, so you can code from them to record audio. But even the microphone make my tab lag over. I like him! Best functioning and viewing screen recorders. Screen. I'm dying for the audio recording feature, I know it's not easy or
even possible, but it's a single and the only feature missing from this app is missing from perfection.:d good: If you're doing Android 4.3 try GPU+ image transformation mode that's much faster on some devices. I'm not too familiar with the new features in Android 4.3. Why can GPU image transformation be faster with
4.3? I looked it up on the official website, but I'm still not sure. The official news site 4.3 says something like this: Android 4.3 builds on performance improvements already included in Jelly Bean - vsync timing, triple buffering, reduced touch latency, CPU input boost and hardware-accelerated 2D rendering - and adds new
optimizations that make Android even faster. To increase graphics performance, the hardware-accelerated 2D renderer now optimizes the flow of drawing commands, converting it to a more efficient GPU format by rearranging and merging draw operations. For multithreaded processing, the renderer can also now use
multithreading across multiple CPU cores to perform specific tasks. Is multithreaded processing an added benefit of using GPU image transformation over CPU usage? P.S.: btw. I like the app, keep up the good work! Last edited: September 21, 2013 I'm not too familiar with the new features in Android 4.3. Why can GPU
image transformation be faster with 4.3? Is multithreaded processing an added benefit of using GPU image transformation over CPU usage? It's not really about multithreading. GPU and GPU+ image transformation modes use OpenGL ES 2.0 to process screen content (scaling/rotating/changing color format) as
opposed to CPU mode that simply copies different color values from one memory buffer to another. The difference between GPU and GPU+ mode is quite subtlr. GPU+ takes the advantege of a new internal API presented in Android 4.3 that allows some ineffective OpenGL operations to be removed. This change is not
advertised in the release notes because it is a rather minor change to the internal API. If any such change were included in the release notes, it would quickly grow to the size of the novel My Hunch is that these changes are added to allow for some new Chromecast features in the future... But this is just speculation.
Reactions: ishakcez my HTC sensation only shoots in horizontal What happens if you try to shoot in portrait mode? Keep some video sables from ignoring the rotation metadata included in the video and always displaying it horizontally. The default Android player and YouTube can handle metadata correctly and display
portrait video vertically. Reactions: ishakcez I would agree with another poster, if it is ever possible to just record the audio output of people make you bog lol. This and the use of two programs that use the microphone at the same . I should have known you'd be on this page haha. Also, I seem to be really inconsistent
with the inconsistent size only with a thumbnail speed setting, such as one file 12.2 mb, but it is 8 minutes long (vlc says 8,548 fps) and the other is over 800 mb and is 11 minutes long, but has 75 fps of what vlc says. Strange I think Also, I seem to get really inconsistent file sizes only with the frame rate setting, as if one
file is 12.2 mb, but it is 8 minutes long (vlc says 8,548 fps) and the other is over 800 mb and is 11 minutes long, but it has 75 fps of what vlc says. I strangely think this is the expected behavior. The file size is proportional to the frame rate. On 8fps encoder should store 8 screenshots per second, on 75fps 75 screenshots
should be encoded. So, 10 times more screenshots require about 10 times more storage. Page 2 which is the best setting for s3? get them a color line, not my screen. ive played with different resolutions and still does not work. im at 4.1.2 which is the best setting for s3? Unfortunately, hardware drivers on some variants
of the Galaxy S3 have some quirks that make it impossible to record video with SCR. I'm working on adding a software video encoder to the SCR that should work on all devices. Unfortunately, it won't be as fast as a hardware-accelerated encoder. If you want to receive a version with work in progress before issuing it,
please contact us via support email ([email protected]). Reactions: seaking177 Recommended phones Hi Developer, I only get a phone for this functionality and would like to use your app for my screen casting. Are there certain phone models that you would recommend, where performance and stability were good?
Thank you! Forsythe is working great on my Sprint Galaxy Nexus. Very cool to finally find a screen capture app that actually works, on this device. Thank you for creating this software. dschoenike Many HTC devices still do not work properly. Especially on Android 4.0.x and 4.1.x. 4.2.x is a little more stable. I'm working
on a dedicated software encoding option to support problematic devices, including HTX One. It still requires a few weeks of work. I'm going to post an update with this coder in the second half of September. Any word on this? I also own an HTC One X and can not record anything due to the above error... Any word on
this? I also own an HTC One X and can not record anything due to the above error... Did I say the second half in September and not October This feature was postponed because I decided to first try a different approach (hardware encoding with color conversion software) that did not work. I'm working on this software
code right now. You can find the latest version of the workflow as attached. Keep in the end that it doesn't support sound yet, and the coding performance isn't great. You can get better frame rate by reducing resolution and bitrate in SCR settings. ScreenRecorder-free-release-0.11-ffmpeg.apk Reactions: rfgamaral I
actually wondered if be added to the Combined for the end of recording, it seems using tincore together with scr makes it so that when I close the screen (nvidia shield) it does not go into sleep mode, that I need to manually finish shooting Never mind about it. It just seems to take longer than normal. Last edited: October
4, 2013 Lord, his work in mt6577. But only with certain settings and others do not work Try to solve the problem Sent from my Micromax A110 JB 4.3 stock Nexus 7 (2012) SCR pro fresh installation. Try starting, the Touches show turns on, followed immediately by this error. JB 4.3 shares Nexus 7 (2012) SCR pro fresh
installation. Try starting, the Touches show turns on, followed immediately by this error. The S255 error (aka -1) is usually caused by a root permission problem or a corrupted installation. Make sure your app is a superuser (e.g. If this doesn't help reinsteer SCR, or tap Report on Error Message so I can analyze the
records and help you with this issue. This is unbelievable. Correction. If scr works first it interrupts the audio recording on Skype but does not turn off. If first goes a Skype call, then the scr crashes to the error number. Updated: October 9, 2013 SCR pro - is there any chance of a pause and continue while recording video
? Hi everyone, I'm new to this valuable forum and I would like to ask a question as shown in the title above Is SCR prog settings in any way to pause and continue during recording ? if not, can you consider this new option using a small bottone located in the corner of the phone / tablet screen maybe whiot the
opportunity to choose which among the 4 corners .... ? Last but not least: SCR seems to be working well and if I'm at the beginning of use on my Samsung Galaxy S3, rooted, but my impression is positive and I think it could be properly improved for the future to maintain a leading position between a particular app Thank
you in advance to ride me whether any of it is already present or I can count on the future setup as suggested . Hello A. Reactions: ANONYMOUS 0 Page 3 Has SCR prog settings in any way to pause and continue while recording? I'll add my pause/RESUME to the list of feature requests. Unfortunately, it is not easy to
implement as video encoding subsususem that I use does not support pausing. Keep at the beginning that you can't pause video recording on your Android camera as well. For now, you can stop/run instead of pausing and later combine recorded videos into one using Movie Studio or similar. It seems that when I
showed that the touches turned before recording and after the recording ended automatically turns off the touches, accidentally can you make so that it leaves the touch indicators off after recording? It seems when I'm alone Show taps turned off before recording and automatically turns off taps after recording,
accidentally making it by leaving touchpads off after recording is over? This was the initial behavior of SCR, but many users were frustrated that they did not know how to turn off touch indicators after uninstallate the app, so I changed it. If you want touch indicators to always be unverified, show touches in SCR (meaning
Don't change touch settings) and enable Android touch indicators Settings -&gt; Developer options -&gt; Show taps. If you don't have Developer enabled, you can use this simple app to manage touch indicators. This was the initial behavior of SCR, but many users were frustrated that they did not know how to turn off
touch indicators after uninstallate the app, so I changed it. If you want touch indicators to always be unverified, show touches in SCR (meaning Don't change touch settings) and enable Android touch indicators Settings -&gt; Developer options -&gt; Show taps. If you don't have Developer enabled, you can use this simple
app to manage touch indicators. Ah! That's understandable, then. I have dev options unlocked,. Awesome I'm always getting I can't create a video file error on my N4, running AOKP at 4.3 on Franca's most recent night. The app has root rights and I have about 1.5gb of free storage. I tried to restart and reinstall the app.
It worked once after I installed it, now gives me the described error. Tried to change location in multiple folders (/0/downloads, /0/, and standard) Any advice? Edit: I fixed it. Had to change the saving location from /storage/emulated/0/ to /storage/sdcard0/ now it works Last edited: Oct 12, 2013 I seem to be getting some
audio/video sync lag on some of my videos, rarely watching videos after I make them but watching my latest videos that I've seen/heard. I guess that's what happens from how much the program has to process? Edit: This seems to happen after I unplug the HDMI cable from the device to change the sound and then turn
it back on. If you want to search your own on the 13~ minute mark Last edited: October 15, 2013 With 4.3 on nvidia shield I had to test GPU + ... I can only get 9~ minute max with all settings on max. Holy **** lol. That's great. 1080p console mode video (at 30 fps) is perfect. Last edited: October 29, 2013 Android 4.4
screen capture appears to be built into the OS. Would this mean that the 2GB file size has disappeared, and what do you plan to do when 4.4 is wide How would people want a scr? Wow, it's amazing that Google has finally noticed the need for such an app! It's much easier to add it as a system feature rather than hack
around Api. I wouldn't be so sure about the 2GB file size limit. It is very dependent on the device, many devices use a FAT file system on SD cards which imposes a file size limit of 4 GB. To say how I will keep SCR alive when Android 4.4 is widespread I have to play a little with 4.4 to find what can be improved in their
tool. I'm sure there's always some room for improvement and competition is always a good thing for end users. Reactions: Nathtech So what's the plan with 4.4 then? And is there ETA for at least 4.4 support? Run 4.4 at mako ATM and not yet compatible :/ Sent from my Nexus 4 using Tapatalk SCR uses unofficial API
and requires and updates after each major system update. If Google hasn't blocked the API I'm using, I should be able to release an update early next week. OK great, thanks for the quick response! Love the app, use it since the free one came out and I rely on it for my YouTube Sent from my Nexus 4 using Tapatalk I'm
not really sure how to add it, but here's an idea. Can a computer program be paired with a scr in such a way that you can click the record button and on the computer (with audio cables attached to the device to the computer) start recording sound as long as the recording goes? I thought about how to make youtube video
better and thought about videos that have duel audio, audio recorded on pc could be track 1 and comment audio could be track 2, or vice versa. Of course, this would be for advanced users who know how to mix audio recordings into video with the appropriate software. But, basic idea, the program on the computer
connected to the scr and records the sound without getting up and pressing the tracks and when the scr stops recording the program also stops at the same time. I don't know how this wouod happened. Edit: it seems that someone else figured out how to record with tegra chipsets needs a little work, I bet you two could
make each other work and learn even more . Updated: November 4, 2013 I should be able to release an update early next week. And so I did the only difference between 0.11.1-beta and 0.11.2-beta is basic KitKat support. There is a slight improvement in performance on my Nexus 7 due to changes in KitKat, but it
should be possible to improve it even further in the following updates. Reactions: Nathtech And so I did the only difference between 0.11.1-beta and 0.11.2-beta is basic KitKat support. There is a slight improvement in performance on my Nexus 7 due to changes in KitKat, but it should be possible to improve it even

further in the following updates. Thank you a million! Sent from my Nexus 10 using Tapatalk 4 Nexus 7 settings I was just wondering what are the best settings to use on Nexus 7 FHD. I tried many different combinations bitrate and FPS settings in SCR and and of them seems to go smoothly when shooting at 1080p. I
know it may not be possible to record super smoothly in full HD, but I wondered what the best settings were to get as close as possible to smooth recording. Thanks Chad Page 4 I wondered what are the best settings to get as close as possible to a smooth recording. The Nexus 7 is a powerful tablet, but it has a fairly
slow memory IO which affects shooting performance. I can't recommend any of the best settings because it depends on what you're recording. To record apps, I recommend maximum resolution, H264 encoder, and GPU+ image transformation. To get a smooth recording of the game, you may need to reduce the
resolution. It is up to you to decide what is more important sharpness or smoothness for your particular case. For some 3D hard games using CPU image transformation, it gives better results especially when combined with Vertical Frames if you're recording video vertically. KitKat contains some new code that I could
use to increase recording performance in future updates, and maybe even to transfer to older versions of Android. The Nexus 7 is a powerful tablet, but it has a fairly slow memory IO which affects shooting performance. I can't recommend any of the best settings because it depends on what you're recording. To record
apps, I recommend maximum resolution, H264 encoder, and GPU+ image transformation. To get a smooth recording of the game, you may need to reduce the resolution. It is up to you to decide what is more important sharpness or smoothness for your particular case. For some 3D hard games using CPU image
transformation, it gives better results especially when combined with Vertical Frames if you're recording video vertically. KitKat contains some new code that I could use to increase recording performance in future updates, and maybe even to transfer to older versions of Android. Okay, thanks for the information. I was
under the impression that nexus 7 FHD has a pretty decent memory IO. Maybe I got too used to how slow it was on the first generation N7 and my old Galaxy card. I will give these settings a chance and see how it goes Thanks Chad I was under the impression that Nexus 7 FHD had a pretty decent memory IO. I'm
sorry, I didn't notice you talking about another Nexus 7 gene. I do not have the opportunity to test it myself so I can not recommend any settings. Still worth the same trade with smoothness versus sharpness. Hello, I love that this app records where the screencast does not record. I even bought a pro version with even
being able to really use videos and record. On my gs3 they record correctly, but the output video is in landscape mode. rotated to the left. Is there a solution to this?? thanks, On my gs3, they record correctly, but the output video is in landscape mode. Is it in the landscape when you play it in the default Android player or
only in VLC or similar? SCR uses orientation metadata (i.e. records video and add metadata telling the player to rotate it 90*) because many players don't support vertical videos. However, there is a possibility of enabling vertical frames. Go to SCR Settings and select Vertical Frames Control Box. Is it in the landscape
when you play it in the default Android player or only in VLC or similar? SCR uses orientation metadata (that is, captures landscape video and adds metadata that tells the player to rotate it 90*) because vertical videos are not supported by many players. However, there is a possibility of enabling vertical frames. Go to
SCR Settings and select Vertical Frames Control Box. I should have been clearer, when I play videos on my phone they play correctly in portrait. I use the stock gallery and fast. but when I want to upload to my computer to view them there or upload them to YouTube, the videos are in the landscape. I will try vertical
frames tho Sent from my SCH-I535 using Tapatalk 2, but when I want to transfer to my computer to look at them there or load on YouTube, the videos are in the landscape. YouTube handles rotation metadata correctly, so if you upload a video that looks landscape on your PC, a portrait should appear on YouTube. Keep
hinting that it's exactly the same with vertical camera footage. I think I should add a help message somewhere, but it's not easy to find a nice UX for it. Users don't enjoy messages like WARNING: Your video can appear sideways on their PC, and if I add that information to their Google Play description, 99% of users
won't read it. Let me know if you have any suggestions where you would expect this kind of information. YouTube handles rotation metadata correctly, so if you upload a video that looks landscape on your PC, a portrait should appear on YouTube. Keep hinting that it's exactly the same with vertical camera footage. I
think I should add a help message somewhere, but it's not easy to find a nice UX for it. Users don't enjoy messages like WARNING: Your video can appear sideways on their PC, and if I add that information to their Google Play description, 99% of users won't read it. Let me know if you have any suggestions where you
would expect this kind of information. I just uploaded from the YouTube app and yes, the videos are now in the portrait. That wasn't the case a few weeks ago. I had to find a 3rd party video rotator to solve my problem. quick question is this gs3 question or scr? on my old RAZR M I made videos with screencast, and they
are displayed correctly on my PC. I think I would like to see advanced alerts like this on xda site. Connected from the Sent from My SCH-I535 game store using Tapatalk 2 Can you test the built-in screen recorder? I want to know how good that is. At 4.4, I think. The performance is practically the same, but the KitKat
built-in display recorder does not support audio recording. I've been thinking about KitKat screen capture mechanism in SCR, but after testing Nexus 4 with AOSP KitKat I decided not worth it because there is no performance gain compared to SCR with GPU+ image transformation. Reactions: seaking177 Long-awaited
feature of direct audio output recording is out! Join the Google+ Community SCR Alpha Testing and become an SCR Free or SCR Pro tester to try! Please note that this feature requires the installation of a custom audio driver, which is DANGEROUS! If your phone gets stuck in a restart loop, you may need to restore the
system partition or use the adb console to uninstall this driver. If you don't know how I'm talking about, don't use the internal sound feature until it's thoroughly tested. Join the Google+ Community SCR Alpha Testing and become an SCR Free or SCR Pro tester to try! Please note that this feature requires the installation
of a custom audio driver, which is DANGEROUS! If your phone gets stuck in a restart loop, you may need to restore the system partition or use the adb console to uninstall this driver. If you don't know how I'm talking about, don't use the internal sound feature until it's thoroughly tested. Just connected and tested, the
installation was fine on Nexus 5 and seems to work well, tested with Asphalt 8, no problem! Thanks a lot for this, beta updates will be really great Sent from my Nexus 5 using Tapatalk Just connected and tested, installation was ok on Nexus 5 and seems to work well Thanks for the super quick response! This feature still
requires some work and a lot of testing before it can be published to mainstream users. But I'm glad he passed the first test! Thanks for the super quick response! This feature still requires some work and a lot of testing before it can be published to mainstream users. But I'm glad he passed the first test! No problem I'm
glad I could help! Do you have any other new features planned for beta? Sent from my Nexus 5 using Tapatalk Unfortunately, hardware coder drivers on some variants of the Galaxy S3 have some quirks that make it impossible to record video with SCR. I'm working on adding a software video encoder to the SCR that
should work on all devices. Unfortunately, it won't be as fast as a hardware-accelerated encoder. If you want to receive a version with work in progress before issuing it, please contact us via support email ([email protected]). Yesterday I hit back at a jely bean officer 4.3 of Kies. My device is a Korean model - galaxy S3
SHV-E210S. On the old version 4.1.2 SCR worked well.. Unfortunately now on 4.3 shooting start and finish ok ... but during all my videos I have the same first static image. I have already tried the last Alpha SCR and a lot of different config. but it doesn't work. Help, please. but during all my videos I have the same first
static image Thanks for reporting this problem via email. That looks like a problem. screen capture mechanism (i.e. the first screenshot is taken and locked next time). I'm trying to find the cause of this problem, but it might take a little. a little. like some locking deep into android frame code. If anyone has a similar problem
with JB 4.3 please let me know! Was international GS3 supposed to be laggy when shooting? whatever settings I put your laggy, it just gets better when I put 640x360. But I really hope 720p. quad core cpu should mean something or wat Page 5 She wanted to ask a question that has been on my mind for some time... is
GPU rendering should work on Galaxy S2? Ever since the first edition I tried a few months ago, it's never worked out for me. The app itself seems pretty good, although I can't get to the framerate I get with Screencast at 480p or 240p (I get stuck with tops of 22fps no matter what I do, while Screencast reaches up to 35).
I also wanted to say that I tried Shou aswell and GPU rendering seems to work there (although the quality is disastrous due to video-tearing from the application itself). I use the Samsung Galaxy S2 GT-i9100, which works on a Samsung ROM for the Spanish region (no operator code) with Android 4.1.2 if this is
important for the functionality of SCR. This app is a joke that uses it on s3 and always has r303 error and all videos are not my screen these are random colors. I tried every possible setup does not work. What a shame to post this shit on the play store and want money for it. 0/5 Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 mit
Tapatalk This app is a joke using it on s3 and always has r303 error and all videos are not my screen these are random colors. I tried every possible setup does not work. What a shame to post this shit on the play store and want money for it. 0/5 Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 mit Tapatalk Dude show at least a little
respect for the developer. He's been working this and maybe he could explain the problem better if possible. Last edited: December 7, 2013 This app works 100% on my Nexus 4. If you have problems with &gt; developer, but respect any job!!! fgru @ n4 @ tt4 Problem follows: All settings will not work with my s3 android
revolution hd rom always strange colors and no screen to see. Also always laggs while shooting so u can't even record normally. @Developer: the next time you publish an app make it free while there are no bugs dude.wasted my money for this **** Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 myth Tapatalk Scr Screen Recorder
with Asus Fonepad Hello! Thanks for your application, it finally works well with the latest version and there is no lag on Asus Fonepad! But when I read the video, the pictures tremble, shaking very quickly from right to left and left to right, but it's not lagging behind. Looks like the video shook and repeated the same
pictures. (I'm sorry about my English..) Of course, I tried to put different resolution and frame rate, bit rate, etc. But the video always shakes anyway. I downloaded the MX Player and different codece, but I have nothing to do... Do you think it's with Atom Intel processor..? Can you fix it? Thank you so much for your
answer! The The is great when you stood still in the game, but while I'm moving about it seems to fall in quality it's probably caused by video bitrate being too low for such fast movements. You can try increasing the video bitrate in SCR settings. For example, an outgoing video file can be huge in this case. Video coders
are optimized to capture video with a camera and rarely move the camera so fast... Well, maybe you're working on some party tapes, but the quality of the video isn't that great then you answer it, but not me? take it easy! It's Monday and I'm answering gazillion questions one at the time... The GT-I9300 is one of the
most popular devices, so I'm sure some settings will work for you. If you see random colors in a video, it means that your hardware coder driver doesn't support a specific resolution (or is completely muddled if you get it for all resolutions). If you're at 4.1.2, you should use the CPU image transformation with coder H264
or software coder MPEG4. Newer Android OM's on your device can support GPU image transformation. If the problem persists, send the bug report to your support email (go to SCR Settings and choose Send Bug Report). Dude I paid for your damn app Obviously if you can't get the app works I'll give you a refund. Just
send me a bug report, and then request a refund through Google Wallet. Can you try to fix that I get with H264 error codec R228 and with MPEG-4 SP error codec R139. No matter what I change, I get one of those mistakes. This started when I recently updated Cm 10.2 which was updated to 4.3.1⇦ android. Im on
Samsung galaxy card 2 10.1 P5110. I wish I could record so my YouTube channel shouldn't stay, because I have nothing to upload. No other recorder has worked since your :d good: but now... Last edited: December 9, 2013 This is probably caused by the video bitrate being too low for such fast movements. You can try
increasing the video bitrate in SCR settings. For example, an outgoing video file can be huge in this case. Video coders are optimized to capture video with a camera and rarely move the camera so fast... Well, maybe on some party shots you do, but the quality of the video is not so great then OK Thanks for the answer!
I'll try. Also, will there ever be a way to increase the size of the Max file? I always end up with a cut-off ending on the long videos I make. Thank you again! Also, will there ever be a way to increase the size of the Max file? I have it on my TODO list That would require using a completely different way of accessing the
hardware encoder and will only work on Android 4.3+. At the moment getting more supported devices and improving coder stability is a higher priority than adding another encoder with brand new bugs Can you try to fix that I get with H264 codec R228 and MPEG-4 SP error codec R139. According to usage statistics, the
following settings should work for you: Video Encoder:H264 videos:H264 1280x800 Image Transformation: GPU Video bitrate: 10Mbps. Try the first one without sound (Audio: Mute) and if it works try to enable sound. Also, will there ever be a way to increase the size of the Max file? I just made a 5GB video on my Nexus
4! It turns out there is a reverse solution to the file size limit. Now I just need to figure out how to stop recording before the entire space is used on the device (which would cause the file to be unhearsable). Reactions: Nathtech Thanks for reporting this issue via email. This looks like some problem of locking the screen
capture mechanism (i.e. the first screenshot is taken and locked next time). I'm trying to find the cause of this problem, but it may take some time because it's some kind of locking deep in the Android framework code. If anyone has a similar problem with JB 4.3 please let me know! I also get a static picture all the time.
I'm N7105 with Android 4.3 :d good: Page 6 According to usage statistics the following settings should work for you: Video encoder:H264 Resolution: 1280x800 Image Transformation: GPU Video bitrate: 10Mbps. Try the first one without sound (Audio: Mute) and if it works try to enable sound. No it did not work Also
bitrate resets when you turn off SCR, it has always happened. Download error Can't install from Google Play First downloads When installing I get an error about wrong downloading URL rgds Johan I just recorded 5GB of video on my Nexus 4! It turns out there is a reverse solution to the file size limit. Now I just need to
figure out how to stop recording before the entire space is used on the device (which would cause the file to be unhearsable). Thank you a million! I can't wait to give it a chance! Sent from my Nexus 5 using Tapatalk It depends on the devices. On my test, the Galaxy S with JB 4.1 works well, but on many devices it is not
stable. In general, newer roms tend to have better graphics/video coder drivers. Hmmm... It's pretty weird... I assume your Galaxy S is working on a custom ROM? I use Galaxy S2 GT-i9100 Spanish region stock ROM ... which was released in February 2013 (there has been no update since), but I noticed that other
regions have newer/updated EMs (although still 4.1.2)... maybe another region can solve the problem? (if you know someone who has confirmed the GPU transformation working on S2 I would really appreciate the information about the ROM used) on note 2 does not record anything.. every time it collapses.. with r303
error. tried 0.11,5beta from g+ but still there. recording, but the frames do not move. It looks static. It's an app that can be found on Google Play? Still crashng ive sent about 100000000 bug reports (seriously) It is not about the numerous bug reports you sent, but about accuracy if you can provide information. I receive
thousands of bug reports and use to find causes and possible solutions to common errors observed in usage statistics. This does not mean that I will take each bug report and try to fix it separately. This is not feasible, especially as many of the problems are caused by bugs in OM that they simply cannot fix. SCR is a
workflow application. If you want to help create support for your device, test different settings and compose an email describing what works and doesn't work with all settings (e.g. whether the software MPEG4 encoder works, what image transformations work, whether disabling audio, etc.). You can also try installing
different ROMs to see if the issues are specific to your ROM or device. Repeating that an app crashes wastes your time and time when people read it. We hope that SCR will become more stable over time, but like any application that uses unofficial API and hacks it will never be 100% stable. recording, but the frames do
not move. It looks static. Are you using Android 4.3? A couple of users reported a similar problem on the official Android 4.3 OM. I'm working on solving this problem, but I'm still not sure what's causing it, especially that SCR works well on most Android 4.3 devices. Can you take a few short videos with different Picture
Transformation settings, and if the problem persists, select Send bug report from SCR settings and attach a broken video. In the meantime, you should be able to use a software MPEG4 video encoder. Are you using Android 4.3? A couple of users reported a similar problem on the official Android 4.3 OM. I'm working on
solving this problem, but I'm still not sure what's causing it, especially that SCR works well on most Android 4.3 devices. Can you take a few short videos with different Picture Transformation settings, and if the problem persists, select Send bug report from SCR settings and attach a broken video. In the meantime, you
should be able to use a software MPEG4 video encoder. Sure.. and that sw mpeg4 encoder works. I'll send thnx. I thought I'd let you know the result of switching the OM to the Galaxy S2 GT-i9100. Originally I was with I9100XWLSD_I9100ATLLSD_ATL (Vodafone Spain, February 2013, Android 4.1.2) and then I tried
I9100XWLSD_I9100FOPLS4_FOP (Spain, no carrier, march 2013, Android 4.1.2), now I tried I9100XWMS1_I9100NEELS1_NEE (Nordic Countries, October 2013, Android 4.1.2), all seem not to work with GPU image transformation (it seems that changing other settings in the application itself does not work either), so I
guess it does not work with official EMs. I hope the information is somewhat useful. However, I will say that the latest version of the SCR screen recorder (0.11.5-beta) seems to have slightly improved the frame rate in semi-resolution mode (now I've actually reached 28fps max framerate in the video). Reactions:
iwobanas Another question just appeared in my head: does location performance affect video storage? I personally switched it to my external SD card (32GB class12 by Samsung) Another question just appeared to me in Does the location for storing videos affect performance? I personally switched it to my external SD
card (32GB class12 by Samsung) Theoretically this could affect But I didn't observe him on any of my test devices. I don't think any performance degradation will be visible on such a fast SD card as yours. After a weekend of testing, I think I have enough information to share again (and probably nothing useful, but still).
I've been experimenting with some custom EMs to see if they'll give me better performance or better compatibility... and I had some really weird results: MIUI (v5, Android 4.1.2) - Completely inconcpicuous (the control layer is displayed, but you can not press any keys, including close). Omni (Android 4.4.2) - GPU and
GPU+ both appear in the image transformation list and work ... but for some reason they perform significantly worse than the CPU. Overall performance is inferior to samsung stock ROM (difference of 4-8fps). CyanogenMod (10.3.1, Android 4.2.2) - GPU image transformation works, however, the difference in frame rate
is actually not as big as I expected (1fps in 480p, 4-5fps in 240p). Overall performance is slightly better than Samsung stock ROMs (Samsung ROMs reached 28fps, CyanogenMod reached 32fps) I also experimented with other things like bitrate, but it didn't go anywhere. On my last test (CyanogenMod) I decided to try to
go from H264 to MPEG-4 and see if it goes better, but the result is a corrupt video in CPU and GPU image transformation. Finally, I tried 360p recording to see if it would work on a custom ROM, and as expected, it did not work here either (corrupt video). Have the latest pro version that uses it on 2 devices. Here are my
results so far... ZTE Awe: - works beautifully! Gpu mode gives very little frame loss, although very noticibar at full resolution (800x480) using 720x480 works fine, losing several frames. I mostly use it to record game shows and I expected it even though I didn't expect my awe to shoot at all &gt;_&lt; Galaxy SIII: - almost
inconspicuous. Much less performance than my awe which is really unexpected. He has tried several roms on various Android versions (4.2.2 - 4.4.2 TW &amp; CM/AOSP) and can barely use it. Only one that works with a lot of frame loss is the TW 4.3 rooms at GPU + @ maybe 20fps in 720x406. GPU mode does not
work at all on roms / settings. Really disappointed that he doesn't like SIII. If anyone can suggest a few id be greatly grateful just wanted to smud and say great work to it. I actually used it one night ago to record a video app I was developing. Thanks Page 7 Start recording by Intent Hi, is it possible to start recording
through intent or similar? No initial floating window? I'm looking for integration into my tasker setting and that would be helpful. Thanks Florian is it possible to start filming through Intent or something? No initial floating window? It is possible to start recording from but the floating window still appears for a few seconds, and
the course of intentions is quite intricate. I'm trying to make this simple. How do you guys Intentions in Tasker? Can you use add-on services? Or do you need a separate activity for startup/stop actions? After a weekend of testing, I think I have enough information to re-share Thank you for the detailed analysis. This is
actually quite surprising that the GPU is sometimes slower than the CPU. I guess I'll have to flash miui on one of my test devices to solve problems with UI :-S Galaxy SIII: - almost inconspicuous. The problem with SIII is that there are loads of different phones that Samsung has branded as Galaxy SIII. On some variants,
I could not even get the hardware encoder to work and only Software MPEG4(slow) is usable. Other variants were unstable on Android 4.0, but worked well on Android 4.2+. Unfortunately, I don't know any fix for these problems right now. I am constantly working to improve stability and performance, so I hope that over
time it will be better for your variant of SIII as well. Reactions: dragonhart6505 Start recording by intent It is possible to start recording from intentions, but the floating window still appears for a few seconds, and the flow of intentions is quite intricate. I'm trying to make this simple. How do you state Intentions in Tasker?
Can you use add-on services? Or do you need a separate activity for startup/stop actions? Hi, it is possible to send a service of intent. The details are here: tasker.dinglisch.net/userguide/en/intents.html Basically, one can configure what is needed for the intentions. Target (e.g. broadcast or service), action (such as
android.intent.action.VIEW), add-ons, mime or data specification, and package/class. I hope this helps Florian not to work anymore on my galaxy card 2 7.0 The new version does not work on my Galaxy card 2 7.0 , one mode is Software MPEG4, but it is very slow and I can not record games. Version last version that
worked is 0.11.1, but this version does not work on kitkat accusing I have no root, but cyannogenmod is already rooted. Thank you for your detailed analysis. This is actually quite surprising that the GPU is sometimes slower than the CPU. I guess I'll have to flash miui on one of my test devices to solve problems with AI :S Actually, I decided to stay on miui v5 for a while to see how it works compared to my Samsung stock ROM... if you do not feel like flashing OM's, I can test it for you [free pm me] The problem with SIII is that there are shedloads of different phones of all brands Samsung like Galaxy SIII. On some variants, I could not
even get the hardware encoder to work and only Software MPEG4(slow) is usable. Other variants were unstable on Android 4.0, but worked well on Android 4.2+. Unfortunately, I don't know any fix for these problems right now. I am constantly working to improve stability and performance, so I hope that in time it will be
better for your variant as well Well, I may have to recall my previous statement on SIII after many frustrated attempts and errors I found settings that work on CPU mode. I actually code a video that may be of some hilarious interest that I will connect for everyone to watch when I get the chance to upload it. Put it this way:
480x854 to 1920x1080 upscale &gt;_&lt; This app is amazing, I tried it before and it was pretty buggy, but after I left you to work your magic for a while I have to say you were really busy. I'm running with: Encoder: Android Built in H264 Resolution: 1152x720 Image Transformation: GPU + Bitrate: 10mb/s FPS: Up to
30fps Source: Internal (Experimental) W/SCR Audio Driver Say I usually hit 40fps top on an antutu benchmark, I'd say 25-35fps benchmark WHILE recording with these settings is fantastic! Sent from my Nexus 7 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app Enjoy and be sure to look at the most qualities possible. That's in
1080p. Also, a really funny note, I could change it to 4K and it was just as nice. Funny! Last edited: Jan 7, 2014 Is it possible to add a feature to record the system's audio output as if the game has sounds recording it instead of using a microphone because it just doesn't sound the same Is it possible to add an Audio
Output recording feature as if the game has sounds Recording it instead of using Mic because it just doesn't sound the same That's what the audio option is (internal - experimental) ... Sent from my Nexus 7 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app Samsung Galaxy SIII Mini GT-I1890 Hi there, First of all thank you for
creating this wonderful app. I read the whole topic and I noticed with Samsung Galaxy S3 applications can experience problems. I'm on a Galaxy S3 Mini and I'm experiencing unfeasible problems too. I experimented with all the settings and was able to draw some conclusions. First of all some information: Phone model:
Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini GT-I1890 Android Version: 4.1.2 ROOTING: I used this package: Rooted Android 4.1.2 XXAME1 for GT-I8190 (I8190XXAME1_I8190OXXAME2_rooted.zip <5> | 656MB) – SourcePDA: I8190XXAME1PHONE: I8190XXAME1CSC: I8190OXXAME2 I used Odin and Windows XP to flash it.
Settings: Encoder H264 Outcome: Not working (regardless of other settings). It seems to capture, but when I look back at the video it shows a screen with very strange colorful colors all over it (I can't recognize anything. I can 'see' in the background when the screen changes, but there is no way to see what it's all
about). It can be very bright pink (it looks like a palette that has a maximum of 16 colors) or very bright green, sometimes very bright yellow and orange through it. Encoder MPEG-4 SP Outcome: Same as encoder software MPEG-4 (slow) Outcome: the only setting with which I can see my screen quite decently.
However, what makes it unusable is that regardless of other settings, I am alone random appearance of gray blocks on the screen (squares, sometimes several separated from each other, the second time multiple blocks together, while others are separated). They appear for a fraction of a second, but are consistent
throughout the recording. The resolution must be the lowest, otherwise the lag is too much. At the lowest resolution, the lag is tolerable, but not yet professional enough. Bitrate does not change something significant (at least not that I can see, I also do not know what it should affect, so if someone could clarify that it
would be useful). Image transformation (unavailable in a software encoder). When I changed this setting to GPU with Encoder on something else, it did not allow me to record due to some error. Frame rate: it doesn't really make a difference, the higher the frame rate, the smoother it is. Audio: Seems to work well
Reverse color repair: not necessary. @Developer: Could you fix the gray blocks that appear on my screen? Is the information I've provided useful to you? Would you also have some tips in some other settings (perhaps inside my phone) through which I could reduce lagging behind? Or is my phone not powerful enough?
Thanks for the hard work that makes this app possible! Hi there, Thanks for the effort to provide such an application I have a note 2 and screen capture is essential for me. I bought a screencast video recorder that worked fine with android 4.1.2, but after updating to 4.3 ... it does not work ... some1 suggested your app,
so he checked the free version. It's promising, but falling behind is too much! Or if we needed more speed, resuscitation was supposed to suffer dramatically. So what's your advice to improve it on Being 2?? what is the ideal setting for my phone?? and that in the paid version will the red SCR watermark remain? or
would that be optional?? thank you and all the best Hi there, First of all thanks for creating this wonderful application. I read the whole topic and I noticed with Samsung Galaxy S3 applications can experience problems. I'm on a Galaxy S3 Mini and I'm experiencing unfeasible problems too. I experimented with all the
settings and was able to draw some conclusions. First of all some information: Phone model: Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini GT-I1890 Android Version: 4.1.2 ROOTING: I used this package: Rooted Android 4.1.2 XXAME1 for GT-I8190 (I8190XXAME1_I8190OXXAME2_rooted.zip <5> | 656MB) – SourcePDA:
I8190XXAME1PHONE: I8190XXAME1CSC: I8190OXXAME2 I used Odin and Windows XP to flash it. Settings: Encoder H264 Outcome: Not working (regardless of other settings). It seems to capture, but when I look back at the video it shows a screen with very strange colorful colors all over it (I can't recognize
anything. I can 'see' in the background when the screen changes, but there is no way to see what it's all about). It can be very bright pink looks like a palette that has a maximum of 16 colors), or very bright green, sometimes very bright yellow and orange through it. Encoder MPEG-4 SP Outcome: Same as encoder
software MPEG-4 (slow) Outcome: the only setting with which I can see my screen quite decently. However, what makes it unusable is that regardless of the other settings, I get a random appearance of gray blocks on the screen (squares, sometimes several separated from each other, the second time multiple blocks
together, while others are separated). They appear for a fraction of a second, but are consistent throughout the recording. The resolution must be the lowest, otherwise the lag is too much. At the lowest resolution, the lag is tolerable, but not yet professional enough. Bitrate does not change something significant (at least
not that I can see, I also do not know what it should affect, so if someone could clarify that it would be useful). Image transformation (unavailable in a software encoder). When I changed this setting to GPU with Encoder on something else, it did not allow me to record due to some error. Frame rate: it doesn't really make
a difference, the higher the frame rate, the smoother it is. Audio: Seems to work well Reverse color repair: not necessary. @Developer: Could you fix the gray blocks that appear on my screen? Is the information I've provided useful to you? Would you also have some tips in some other settings (perhaps inside my phone)
through which I could reduce lagging behind? Or is my phone not powerful enough? Thanks for the hard work that makes this app possible! Have you tried CPU Mode H264 and selected Verticle Frames and then started recording before you open the app you want? Also try CM from, the best results for me, although its
Galaxy SIII is not Mini Have you tried CPU Mode H264 and choose Verticle Frames then start recording before you open the desired application? Also try with CM from, the best results for me, although its Galaxy SIII not Mini Think Encoder H264? Yes, nothing works with it, vertical frames also make no difference. What
do you mean by CM? Encoder H264 Outcome: Not working (regardless of other settings). Unfortunately the hardware video encoder on the S3 Mini does not support recording from sources other than cameras. It can be repaired in drivers for newer versions of Android. I've spent a lot of time trying to find a solution to this
issue, but it's gone. So unless Samsung fixes drivers, the only choice is a software encoder. Encoder Software MPEG-4 (slow) ... I get the random appearance of gray blocks on the screen (squares, sometimes several separated from each other, the second time multiple blocks together, while others are separated).
They appear for a fraction of a second, but are consistent throughout the recording. Can you send me a sample video that shows this problem ? This is probably some compression artifact that should be repairable. Changing frame rate in SCR settings only sets the upper limit. So it's useful on devices like the Nexus 5
when you want to limit the recording speed of thumbnails to 30fps or so. On less powerful devices (such as the S3 Mini), it can be safely ignored. I'm constantly looking for optimizations that might increase recording performance, but it's not an easy task especially given the number of different devices and OM.
Reactions: Filipek88 Unfortunately the hardware video encoder on the S3 Mini does not support recording from sources other than cameras. It can be repaired in drivers for newer versions of Android. I've spent a lot of time trying to find a solution to this issue, but it's gone. So unless Samsung fixes drivers, the only
choice is a software encoder. Can you send me a sample video that shows this problem to [email protected] ? This is probably some compression artifact that should be repairable. Changing frame rate in SCR settings only sets the upper limit. So it's useful on devices like the Nexus 5 when you want to limit the recording
speed of thumbnails to 30fps or so. On less powerful devices (such as the S3 Mini), it can be safely ignored. I'm constantly looking for optimizations that might increase recording performance, but it's not an easy task especially given the number of different devices and OM. Thank you. I just sent a sample video. You
mean Encoder H264? Yes, nothing works with it, vertical frames also make no difference. What do you mean by CM? Cyanogenmod. By sound it may not still work, but I'm sure the graphics driver for CM is a little different from the OG driver. Ive has noticed with many different roms (on many different devices anyway)
that they all handle differently in terms of compatibility and performance between stock modded roms and CM/AOSP so you might have better luck with it. Idk what particular rom to suggest as I do not have a Mini, only Galaxy SIII, but the suggestion was just from my personal experience with similar devices. It's worth a
try, he couldn't really hurt Cyanogenmod. By sound it may not still work, but I'm sure the graphics driver for CM is a little different from the OG driver. Ive has noticed with many different roms (on many different devices anyway) that they all handle differently in terms of compatibility and performance between stock
modded roms and CM/AOSP so you might have better luck with it. Idk what particular rom to suggest as I do not have a Mini, only Galaxy SIII, but the suggestion was just from my personal experience with similar devices. Worth a try, can not really hurt Thank you for the answer and explanation. Unfortunately, I'm not
adept at using modified software on my phone and the only modification I've made is to root my device. Since I don't. A lot of knowledge about these issues, I hesitate to make any other adjustments that might affect my phone. However, if I gain more knowledge of these issues, I will definitely keep your proposal in mind.
Page 8 Thank you for your answer and explanation. Unfortunately, I'm not adept at using modified software on my phone and the only modification I've made is to root my device. Since I don't have much knowledge of these issues, I hesitate to make any other adjustments that might make to my phone. However, if I gain
more knowledge of these issues, I will definitely keep your proposal in mind. If you have already got root, the only next steps to take is to flicker a custom recovery and then find your rom. Samsung devices are pretty slick like that. there is no need to unlock the bootloader or anything. and all topics related to this stuff
have very clear instructions on what to do. ive got the latest version on my ZTE Awe, but I do not have the ability to record internal sound as others suggest. I know it extracted an update or two back, but did it make HW as specific as resolutions and render modes? Hello everyone! I bought this app when I was on
Android 4.1.2, it worked very well! Since I flashed a lot of custom rom android 4.3, and there are videos recorded slowly, very slowly! This is on the N7100! Is there a solution to fix it? ... Thank you for your help! Great job! Still having trouble getting the video to look good, but for beta it's no biggie. I'm on HTC rezound
running 4.4.2, is there a better supported version of android I need to try? My phone works fine while you're recording just video comes out grainy, I lowered the resolution to 720 and frames up to 20 with maximum bit speed and it works OK. I'm sure my device can be a little better when set up properly. Only stock coder
works, tried everything to make others do it, but nothing, will send bug reports.thanks for this app, I will be able to continue doing YouTube now! Sent from my ADR6425LVW using the xda app for Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 7.0 Hello app developers, I'm testing the free version of SCR on my Galaxy Tab 3.0 7.0. What I
notice is that FFMPEG sw encoding works even to get audio with the recording. I get a frame rate of about ~13 fps with a default 10MBs bit rate. However, the H264 hw encoder does not work. Regardless of the settings I try to even mute the sound, the encoding seems to fail. I caught some logs with a log cat. (If you
could tell me what to filter for, I could reduce the noise in the log cabin output.) There seems to be some kind of problem with the color format. 01-17 09:44:50.781: I/OMXCodec(7107): OMXCodec::Create mime (video/avc), flags (30), matchComponentName ((null)), createEncoder (1) 01-17 09:44:50.781: Attempting to
assign OMX nod 'OMX. MARVELL, MARVELL, MARVELL. Video. Hw. CODA7542ENCODER' 01-17 09:44:50.781: I/OMXCodec(7107): Successfully assigned OMX node 'OMX. MARVELL, MARVELL, MARVELL. Video. Hw. CODA7542ENCODER' 01-17 09:44:50.781: E/OMXCodec(7107): [OMX. MARVELL,
MARVELL, MARVELL. Video. Hw. CODA7542ENCODER] color format 2130708361 is not supported 01-17 09:44:50.781: A /OMXCodec (7107): frame/av/media/libstagefright/OMXCodec.cpp:1159 CHECK_EQ( (status_t)OK,findTargetColorFormat(meta, &amp;colorFormat)) failed: 0 vs. -2147483648 01-17
09:44:50.781: A/libc(7107): Fatal signal 11 (SIGSEGV) to 0xdeadbaad (passcode=1), thread 7472 (Binder_2 I attached the log file to the post. Here's some information from media_codecs.xml file. P.S. &lt;Encoders&gt; &lt;MediaCodec name=OMX. Marvell, Marvell. Video. Hw. CODA7542ENCODER&gt; &lt;Type
name=video/mp4v-es&gt;&lt;/Type&gt; &lt;Type name=video/3gpp&gt;&lt;/Type&gt; &lt;Type name=video/avc&gt;&lt;/Type&gt; &lt;Quirk name=avoid-memcpy-input-recording-frames&gt;&lt;/Quirk&gt; &lt;/MediaCodec&gt; Like UI apps, including the ability to stop recording by locking the screen and the ability to turn on
touch indicators. The app is amazing, but is there a way to increase the color? Not at the moment. On most OM, this is not necessary, although some video coders make colors warmer and bleached. You can try installing a system-wide color enhancement app. I can't remember the name, but I remember something like
that on my old Galaxy S I9000. Technically I could add some filter of vivid colors, but it could slow down the recording and it will be very difficult to adjust such a filter. Since I flashed a lot of custom rom android 4.3, and there are videos recorded slowly, very slowly! This problem is caused by a bug in Samsung GPU
drivers included in 4.3 editions. I tried several solutions, but so far I could not find a solution. From what I read on the internet there are several other problems with Samsung 4.3 updates so we hope to release another update that fixes the driver problem as well. I will continue to look for a solution to this problem. This
problem is caused by a bug in Samsung GPU drivers included in 4.3 editions. I tried several solutions, but so far I could not find a solution. From what I read on the internet there are several other problems with Samsung 4.3 updates so we hope to release another update that fixes the driver problem as well. I will
continue to look for a solution to this problem. Thank you for your answer! Too bad this problem drivers on android 4.3, because I bought a few Screenshot recorders, and it's yours that works pretty well, setting a little! But the videos are inconclusive, especially if you want to make a demo about the fluidity of rom ! The
truth is that on Android 4.1.2 I had no desire to slow down! thank you once for responding! There seems to be some kind of problem with the color format. Thank you for your detailed analysis of the problem. You can try selecting YUV-SP or YUV-P image transformation in the version of the application that is in progress.
There seems to be a problem. &lt;/Encoders&gt; &lt;/Encoders&gt; color converter on your device. The above version uses a software color conversion that slows down recording and is not particularly portable. Different video coders use different formats internally, so I'm not sure if this fix will be included in the following
updates. I don't want to pollute settings with options that work on 1% devices and crash on 99% of devices unless I can automatically disable unsupported options. Hi everyone, I haven't found the answer to this... but I have the same problem of any news? Unfortunately, I have not found any fix for R231 on some Galaxy
S4 so the only option remains a software MPE4 video encoder. Eventually updating to a newer version of Android might help, but I don't have user feedback to back it up. @iwobanas is there any chance of us getting support for gingerbread? Probably not. SCR uses some Android APIps added to the ICS so it can't be
easily compelled to Gingerbread. That would require an enormous amount of work to add gingerbread support. This version of Android is decreasing in popularity, so I prefer to spend time fixing bugs and improving performance on Android 4.+ platforms. Reactions: killoid Unfortunately I have not found any fix for R231 on
some Galaxy S4 so the only option remains Software MPE4 video encoder. Eventually updating to a newer version of Android might help, but I don't have user feedback to back it up. Oook... I plan to upgrade my device these days to 4.4.2 ... I'll post my experience then so many 1star ratings from people who are too lazy
to set things up for their own needs. The app is super HTC one android 4.4.2 Page 9 I used direct audio function on the new Nexus 7 and it works like a dream, but when I tried it on Nvidia Shield or Ouya drivers to keep the devices audio down completely and cause the shield to reboot. Ouyi controls stop working except
for the mouse. I'll try some other devices. Edit: I just tried my Jxd S7800b which is a rockchip device and that one worked. There was laggy, but it didn't work with direct sound. Updated: February 2, 2014 Use this great app to record ROM reviews. It works flawlessly on LG UI ROMs, my latest device, the LG G2 (LS980),
until I installed the AOSP 4.4.2 ROM. When I record several min long videos, the file will not appear in the documents at all. Tried to move the file to the download folder, it showed but would not copy to the desktop as I always do. Mp4 will play on the phone though. Tried shooting for a few seconds and no problem at all.
I have a Pro app. Tried different settings in SCR Pro to no avail. Is there a problem with AOSP or 4.4.2 that doesn't make larger files work? I was usually very happy. This was a big plus for my video reviews! Hello everyone My settings to record my N7100 without much on Android 4.3 with paid version of SCR recorder:
settings: -Encoder = FFmpeg MPEG4 encoding software -Resolution = 720 x 406 (720P) -Bitrate = = -Frame rate = 15 fps -Vertical-frames = ON tried this and his work. It's just a little laggy. I hope it improves soon. Sent from mine using Tapatalk 2 Is there a problem with the AOSP or 4.4.2 that makes the larger files not
work? Is this problem specific to large files e.g. above 4GB or do you always get it at 4.4.2? Do I understand correctly that you can play files on your device, but you can't copy it via USB in MTP mode? This may be a problem with file permissions or some bug in MPT ... I can't play it on my devices, so I'd have to rely on
your feedback. Is this problem specific to large files e.g. above 4GB or do you always get it at 4.4.2? Do I understand correctly that you can play files on your device, but you can't copy it via USB in MTP mode? This may be a problem with file permissions or some bug in MPT ... I can't play it on my devices, so I'd have to
rely on your feedback. It only happened on AOSP 4.4.2 roms. I didn't try to see what size fika I could go to before it failed to switch. Works flawlessly on LG UI 4.2.2 though. It can record and copy any size. And to answer the second question yes, I can see the video on my device while I'm on AOSP, but it won't be copied
to the desktop Sent from my LG-LS980 using Tapatalk I'm on Droid Maxx using KitKat. My videos are flashing green at the beginning and the video twitches during H264 and MPEG-4 SP coders crash instantly, so I use mpeg-4 software (slow) I tried various frame rates and bit rates. Some have corrupt files, others are
doing twitching I sent an email today, but I want to make sure it will be fixed soon. I use this app for my work. **edit** I just tried to use bitrate and framerate suggested titilleur. The twitches are now clearer flashes of the previous screen. Then I added a lower resolution to the mix and found that twitches, albeit even
clearer, happen faster. Suggestions about troubleshooting settings? Updated: February 27, 2014 Can't install audio driver, just says failed. ? Sent from my SAMSUNG-SGH-I717 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app The latest is not installed on Kitkat. The latest is not installing on Kitkat. Can you describe the problem in
more detail? Are you talking about the latest audio driver or the general problem of installing SCR? If it's an audio driver, can you try installing it and immediately after installing the failed message, tap Send Bug Report from the SCR Settings menu? Attach content /proc/1/mountinfo and /proc/self/mountinfo to bugreport
You can also try using the latest version of SuperSu if it's not the app you use to control your roots. What Alpha version do you use? Did he work with previous versions? After trying to install the driver Send an error report from SCR Settings. Hey there, thanks for trying to help, I updated to the latest and it worked during
filming it still crashes, first it will figure it out!) Can you describe the problem in more detail? Are you talking about the latest audio driver or the general problem of installing SCR? If it's an audio driver, can you try installing it and immediately after installing the failed message, tap Send Bug Report from the SCR Settings
menu? Attach content /proc/1/mountinfo and /proc/self/mountinfo to bugreport You can also try using the latest version of SuperSu if it's not the app you use to control your roots. Installation in general, it simply refuses to install. I'm just using the Stock Superuser app that came with Slimkat and it hasn't had a problem in
the past. Installation in general, it simply refuses to install. I'm just using the Stock Superuser app that came with Slimkat and it hasn't had a problem in the past. That's unusual. Many users use SCR on KitKat. You might try uninstalling the app completely (or even removing /data/data/com.iwobanas.screenrecorder.free)
and reinstall it. Very nice application. Recorded ok with MPEG-4, but with H264 or MPEG-4 SP did not work correctly. With H264, I received an R139 error each time I tried to start recording. With MPEG-4 SP, I once managed to start recording, but when saving the video it just gave me an R303 error and the video could
not be played. The second test with this started giving me the same R139 error. Tested with different settings (resolution, muted sound, GPU/CPU), but nothing helped. I just wanted to tell the developer, for me it's not a big problem because I don't make videos that much. Rom is ViperS 5.1.0 for HTC Sensation. I like the
app, I think it's great. But I have a problem and I guess it's probably with Samsung and 4.3. Whatever settings I use, my phone just lags really badly when I use this. I have a Note 2 (sch-i605) run 4.3, stock rooted. I have an Xposed frame installed, I'm just running battery tweaks and Wi-Fi icons, and I'm using a New
Launcher. I'm clearing all background apps to make sure something else doesn't show. The only coder that works is mpeg4 software. Others give me a static picture. It doesn't seem to matter what screen resolution I use unless I minimize it. Bitrate seems the best at 15, and FPS only seems to matter if I go above 30.
But still with any combination I've tried, it just becomes too laggy to really use. I didn't get any error messages with anything. Is there any idea of anything I should try? Could Xposed, or Nova, or both, cause a problem? Or am I just drunk between Samsung and 4.3? Any help would be highly appreciated. Sent from my
SCH-I605 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app Page 10 Hello everyone ! Big! With Android 4.4.2 leaked N7100XXUFNB4 by @cosmyndemeter for My settings are: - Encoder = H264 - Resolution = 1280 x 720 - Video card = GPU+ ( with GPU or CPU CPU image colors ) - Bitrate = 10 MPS - Frame rate = 25 fps - Vertical
sync = disable - Sounds = Mute ( no tested ) I take the best video screen ! Perfect! Speed, no lag and perfect graphics! Unlike Android 4.3, this didn't work perfectly. With Android 4.4.2 leaked N7100XXUFNB4, capturing the screen of my N7100 is perfect ! Thanks @iwobanas for a large application ! :d good: :d good:
Watch my video: Choose 720 HD or more for the best looks ! Last edited: March 24, 2014 free version works smoothly bt pro version force closes on my grand duos .... HPLZ Help ??? Make sure you're using the latest version of SCR Pro from Google Play. I'm sorry to point this out, but many users install some outdated

cracked apk infected with malware and complain that it does not work. Can you give me more details about the accident? Can you report it? If you're talking about a Root access required error message, open SuperSu (or Superuser) and make sure you've given SCR Pro root permission. If an app crashes while
recording, make sure you're using the same settings as SCR Free. In particular, the Koder, Resolution, and Image Transformation settings determine the stability of the recording. Hello. On my Nexus 10, when I shot the footage recently, small black lines keep flashing in certain parts of the video. How do I fix this? Lived.
Sent from my Nexus 5 using Tapatalk Hiyu. On my Nexus 10, when I shot the footage recently, small black lines keep flashing in certain parts of the video. How do I fix this? Choosing a GPU+ image transformation should remove this noise. I'm not sure what causes this problem, but it looks like some pun in the video
drivers presented in Android 4.3 and still present in 4.4. On my Samsung Galaxy Tab 2, the video is recorded sideways. Is there any way to make a video in the landscape instead of a portrait? Also, can someone recommend the ideal settings for recording without falling behind on my Galaxy Tab 2 7.0? Great
application btw, it is amazing and unique, so I brought pro Last edited: April 11, 2014 Sound quality is TERRIBLE ... the second sound configuration does not work. Have you tried internal audio recording? If this doesn't work with you please try version 0.14.2-beta and if it still doesn't work, tap Report on error message.
Internal audio recording is a relatively new feature and in order to work I need feedback with as many devices as possible (so far I have not received any bug report since C6903). Audio recording is a built-in limitation of Android encoders (at least on my test devices). Android camera capture uses exactly the same
setting. I can add an option to use a software encoder for audio and hardware encoder for videos, but this will require synchronization of both tracks that will not be trivial. sound should not cause a sound problem one ear in which you should simply hear the same the screen can't be caught because an app has flagged
the contents of the screen as safe How could I find out which app is causing it? the screen can't be caught because an app has flagged the contents of the screen as safe How could I find out which app is causing it? I'm afraid you're going to have to guess. You can check if an app exists without a screenshot in the
recent task list. If so, it's probably a screen-blocking app. I'm afraid you're going to have to guess. You can check if an app exists without a screenshot in the recent task list. If so, it's probably a screen-blocking app. Thanks for the information, I'm going to test something. Maybe recording a few seconds of each app will
tell me which one blocks the screen? Any idea how long it takes for an error to occur after opening an app with secure screen content? Any idea how long it takes for an error to occur after opening an app with secure screen content? If the app blocks the screen open when you start recording, you should get an error
immediately (say in 1s). If you get this error long after you start recording there is a possibility that there is another problem with taking an image that was mistakenly reported as a security issue. In this case, open SCR Settings and select Send error report after you receive an error message (describe the problem in the
bug report message). If the app blocks the screen open when you start recording, you should get an error immediately (say in 1s). If you get this error long after you start recording there is a possibility that there is another problem with taking an image that was mistakenly reported as a security issue. In this case, open
SCR Settings and select Send error report after you receive an error message (describe the problem in the bug report message). The error takes at least 3 minutes to show after I start recording OK, I will get that bug report sent soon Receving root required notification when the phone is rooted I try SCR Free and it
worked the first few recordings; suddenly I receive a message your device is not rooted. I forced myself to close it and cleared the cache. What's the problem? Moto Droid RAZR M Stock ROM, rooted 4.1.2 / 98.30.1.XT907 I tried SCR Free and it did the first couple of recordings; suddenly I receive a message your device
is not rooted. I forced myself to close it and cleared the cache. What's the problem? Make sure you accidentally denied root access to SCR. Open SuperSu (or Superuser) and make sure there is a green icon next to SCR Free. If this does not help try to reinstall SCR Free so that you are again asked for root permission. I
really like that this app maintains page 11 Make sure you accidentally withheld root access to SCR. Open SuperSu Superuser) and make sure there is a green icon next to SCR Free. If that doesn't help. Help. reinstall SCR Free so that you are again asked for root permission. Thank you! I allowed SCR root privileges for
just 15 min... It must be stuck in limbo. As soon as I cleaned it from SSU and restarted the SCR, the root priv message reappeared. Great app! I think this is the most unstable screen capture app! Just two little things: - Internal audoi does not work with LG G2 - All records have a black ar on top (see here, with my
amazing Hungarian voice) Reactions: Revontheus For some reason, when using the app, only the first image as a video is required and shows it all the time I shoot it. Only if I choose Software MPEG-4 (slow) for the encoder, it works, but as mentioned there, it is quite slow. I have SGS3 (I9300) with Android 4.3 (Omega
rom v58) . Reactions: 2285389 Runs smoothly on me, I think the slowness of the processor side. I mean not lagging behind on the phone with 2GB ram and SD 800 Quad 2.2Ghz phone. But it does lag on my Xperia SP it depends on phone hardware is perfect for me ! Great application on N7100XXUFND3 official rom !
Sent from my GT-N7100 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app Have you tried Internal Audio Recording? If this doesn't work with you please try version 0.14.2-beta and if it still doesn't work, tap Report on error message. Internal audio recording is a relatively new feature and in order to work I need feedback with as
many devices as possible (so far I have not received any bug report since C6903). Audio recording is a built-in limitation of Android encoders (at least on my test devices). Android camera capture uses exactly the same setting. I can add an option to use a software encoder for audio and hardware encoder for videos, but
this will require synchronization of both tracks that will not be trivial. sound should not cause a problem with sound in one ear you should simply hear the same in both. It's not completely, it's extremely poorly balanced to be accurate, when I import my videos to Sony Vegas I have to combine the channel because the
sound is 85% of one ear, but the quality is still poor compared to other videos I can see on youtube, I mean seriouly, watch it : Anyway I found a free app that works as a charm : Shou ★ ROOT from Last edited: April 28, 2014 It makes recording so much easier to buy a pro version and I am very pleased with it as simple
as using adb, but better (on my Nexus 5) Last edited: April 29, 2014 For some reason, when using the app , only the first image is required ... SGS3 (I9300) with Android 4.3 (Omega rom v58) . This is a bug in some Samsung Android 4.3 OM's. Fortunately, this seems to be fixed in KK 4.4. So far I have not been able to
find any solution to this problem so for now Choice: reduce to 4.2 / use a software encoder / install unofficial 4.4. This is a bug in some Android 4.3 OM. Fortunately, this seems to be fixed in KK 4.4. So far I have not been able to find any solution to this problem so for now you have a choice: reduce to 4.2 / use a software
encoder / install unofficial 4.4. Damage. There is still no good way to record video. It seems that only kitkat does it well. The problem follows: All settings will not work with my s3 android revolution hd rom always strange colors and no screen to see. Also always laggs while shooting so u can't even record normally.
@Developer: the next time you publish an app make it free while there are no bugs dude.waste my money for this **** Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 myth Tapatalk The next time you post on the forum go read the rules or don't come here asking for help! If you want respect, you have to be respectful. Go learn how to
program an app, then come here clinging to money spent on a game shop. He seems like a very clever programmer and has reacted to almost all posts asking for help from what I saw in the thread. Why you don't try emailing him your bug report, he may be able to help you. Or ask for a refund. It's not that hard. Next
time you post on the forum go read the rules or don't come here asking for help! If you want respect, you have to be respectful. Go learn how to program an app, then come here clinging to money spent on a game shop. He seems like a very clever programmer and has reacted to almost all posts asking for help from
what I saw in the thread. Why you don't try emailing him your bug report, he may be able to help you. Or ask for a refund. It's not that hard. You serious brother? You're responding to my post all those months ago? There have been about 4 or 5 updates now from developers it's already fixed don't worry lol. Gesendet von
meinem GT-I9300 myth Tapatalk You serious bro? You're responding to my post all those months ago? There have been about 4 or 5 updates now from developers it's already fixed don't worry lol. Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 mit Tapatalk LOL. I just figured out a date on that one. My b. It just really irks me when
someone bashes a developer if they have no idea what kind of things a dev has to go through! Lol. I just figured out a date on that one. My b. It just really irks me when someone bashes a developer if they have no idea what kind of things a dev has to go through! No problem. talked to him and noticed that he was very
busy and it kind of saddens him that guys like me don't know how much work he has to put into this. But don't worry, I understood the Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 myth Tapatalk No problem. talked to him and noticed that he was very busy and it kind of saddens him that guys like me don't know how much work he
has to put into this. But don't worry I realized the Gesendet von meinem GT-I9300 myth Tapatalk Programming is fun, but a lot of work. Most just doesn't realize how much. how much. It's real. Very nice application. I've been using it since he came out, doing very well on 4.3 Roms. Thank you! Sent from my SGH-I927
using Tapatalk does it work for cm11 Hai iam running cm11 unofficially 4.4.2 kitkat rom in my gti9001 I tried some recorders, but they didn't work I'd like it to work stable not it Page 12 iam running cm11 unofficial 4.4.2 kitkat rom in my gti9001 I tried some recorders, but they did not work According to the use of statistics
SCR should work on your device with the following settings: Encoder: MPEG4-SP Resolution: 800x480 Image Transformation:GPU Bitrate:10MBps or get already at the expense of Resolution Coder H264 Resolution:400x240 Image Transformation:GPU Bitrate:3MBps Using software MPEG4 video encoders should also
work, but it's pretty slow on this device. Even on my s3 with cm11 is unstable. I'll wait until I give a foot in the playstore. I hope you fix it. It's a good concept. ;D Start SCR when you're online and try reseting (i.e. open SCR Settings and select Resotre defaults from the menu). This will download the most stable settings
based on usage statistics. I have a yhe negative/sepia thing effect images Try toggling Reverse Color Fix in SCR Settings. If it's already selected, don't choose it. In case this does not resolve the problem, try changing the resolution of the video encoder (sometimes color problems are caused by a hardware color
converter that does not support certain resolutions. Best settings? I tried this app, but I can't really get some good videos, it's a little slow (8/10 fps). What settings do you recommend for LG P700 (LG Optimus L7) running on a MIUI V5? What settings do you recommend for LG P700 (LG Optimus L7)? Unfortunately, the
video encoder on this device is quite slow so the only way to get a higher frame rate is to reduce the resolution. In half of the original resolution (or 400x240) you should get about 15fps. Maybe SCR can have recording types... For example, Kit Kat devices can record the screen natively using an ADB, while Jellybean
devices could currently use the same type of default render. Word. used kit Kat original recording, which proved more stable (however only for Kit Kat, of course) I used your great applications, thank you. It's working great. I gave the free version a try and it works great. I run an ingrained Samsung Galaxy Note 3.
Performance obviously burdens the device with higher settings, but down to 1280 res and 15 frames / sec it is almost imperceptible. I bought a premium version. Thank you. Last edited: May 27, 2014 Last edited: May 31, 2014 Hi! I try to use it on xiaomi mi2s with MIUI v5, but I can not. I see an icon on the notification
bar, but it does nothing. I'm the root! In my then v972, it gives an important error. İ can only use mpeg-4 (slow) I do not want to slow down my tablet is a monster but I can not make it İ it must be used by my YouTube channel. İ bought this tablet for my ---------- Post added at 03:02 PM ---------- The previous post was at
03:01 PM ---------- I got Error 302 @ SCR Pro Device [rooted] is TAB3 10.1 with Android 4.2.2 my mistake too like it. Help pls @iwobanas Mic+Internal :good:Well I try to make minecraft Pe allows you to play with comments and I wondered if there was a way to record the microphone from the headset and internal sound
from the game. Is it possible to add it or do I just miss it. thx someone please help. ~ cpr05 Last edited: Jun 6, 2014 4.4.2 Galaxy note II 1st problem record with reverse color repair option is selected by default 2nd after uncheck that option I try to record but my phone then force restart ! And I haven't solved whatever I'm
doing! Hi! I try to use it on xiaomi mi2s with MIUI v5, but I can not. I see an icon on the notification bar, but it does nothing. I'm the root! You must enable pop-ups for SCR in MiUi to see the SCR floating window. You can do this through MiUi Settings. Adding a missing MiUi setting notification is in my TODO list. :d a
good:So I'm trying to make minecraft Pe lets play with comments and I wondered if there was a way to record microphones from my headphones and internal sound from the game. Is it possible to add it or do I just miss it. thx someone please help. ~cpr05 Unfortunately, this is not currently possible. Android allows you to
record from only one device at a time, and internal audio recording simulates a microphone. This is a common requirement, so I'm exploring possible solutions, but right now I've only found one thing: writing a custom software mixer. It takes a lot of work, but if I don't find an alternative, I'll probably do it one day. Page 13
4.4.2 Galaxy note II 1st problem record with inverted color repair option is selected by default 2nd after uncheck that option I try to record but my phone then force restart ! And I haven't solved whatever I'm doing! Reverse color repair is selected based on statistics collected from other users of the same version of the
device/android. Given the number of different OM's (even for the same version of Android), the default value isn't always correct. Toggling Reverse Color Repair should not cause recording or restart problems. You may have changed some other settings (such as a video encoder or image transformation) at the same
time? Try reseting (choose Reset menu settings), and then just change the Reverse Color Repair check box. I got Error 302 @ SCR Pro Device [rooted] is TAB3 10.1 with Android 4.2.2 Obviously there is a problem with the original binary installation on the x86 version of the application. Unfortunately I do not own Tab3
to test it myself, but I will analyze the records and try to solve this problem with the help of users who have reported the problem. For now, try installing SCR again and if this helps you tap the Report on the Error Dialog, so that I can analyze the records. The video became corrupt after a sudden shutdown on my phone.
:? How do I fix it? There's no way to fix it right now. Just like if you pull out a battery while recording with an Android camera, you get an unplayable file. The good news is that it is technically possible to recover at least part of the video. I'm working on an app to fix such broken videos and I'll release it early next week.
Currently, only the H264 video codec will be supported, but they can add support for other codec in future updates. You must enable pop-ups for SCR in MiUi to see the SCR floating window. You can do this through MiUi Settings. Adding a missing MiUi setting notification is in my TODO list. Thank you! It works perfectly!
I'll buy the pro version! I bought a PRO version. My phone is a Galaxy Note 2, currently using a 4.4.2 DN3 Rom. I just can't get more than 15 fps of settings. I tried everything but still max that I could get was 15 fps from the results. Is that really a hat for my Gnote2? EDIT: I manage to get 30fps with lower resolution
(480x800 I think), but the sound doesn't sync when I'm imported into video editing software like Lightworks. The sound seems to be a little too fast at the end.. Last edited: June 14, 2014 I have huge issues with this app. Whatever settings I use, the video comes out as nervous and shaky as hell. The mouse, in particular,
is super nervous and flashed back and forth between frames at almost epileptic levels. My guess is it's a thumbnail problem. For the record, when I play videos in VLC on my computer, they look good, but when I try to open them in any video editing program or encod in another format, it becomes this nervous mess. My
device is a RK3188 android box with Small 400 graphics. on Kitkat. Thank you, you're looking for him. My galaxy note 8 and galaxy s2 (no im not a samsung fan)cant record with internal audio source. Please fix ASAP Dude, if you note 8 work 4.4.2 or more, it will work fine without any bugs, try installing Polish 4.4.2
firmware, the only problem you will face is root, because super they may not work, to fix it you will need to reinstall from APK SCR Screen Recorder collects anonymous usage statistics to help monitor bugs and analyze how users use the app. Why hide this text in lowercase letters that are so difficult to read? Is it
possible to turn off this data leak/spy feature? Play Store Description Not Accurate I think it's funny that the Play Store description for this app says Work only on rooted/jailbroken/unlocked devices! I've never heard of a jail broken Android phone before, so you're saying this works on a prison broken iPhone? Lol. Also, I
have an unlocked AT&amp;T S3 on T-Mobile, but will not work if the phone is not rooted. So basically, it will never work on an unlocked phone phone it's rooted and I suspect iPhone jailbreaks have anything to do with this app working on an ingrained Android device. Scr screen recorder pro v0.14.4 apk hello you can
download SCR SCREEN RECORDER PRO mode edit.... Link removed as we do warez here.... Take that job somewhere else... Last edited moderator: July 15, 2014 Any Nexus 5 shares 4.4.4 root users on ART? Does it work? I just don't want to transfer to Dalvik just for this. Thank you! Last edited: July 21, 2014 I have
a Nexus 7 rooted Android 4.4, SCR PRO. Recording works fine, the problem is Skype. I can only record a video (nemi) Skype call. If I start SCR first then the person on the other side can't hear me. The microphone can only be used by one app at a time. Is there a solution for recording Skype video with audio? Thank
you. Heya! Really nice app, has a pro version for a month yet. I wanted to ask what is the difference between resolutions 720p and 720p with lining? I always record with the lining of a thingy, but it would be cool to know if I could record with better resolution somehow. I also wanted to ask why 1080p is under 720p on
the list, is it worse or do I need to know something about it. In addition, but it does not really matter because I did not have many problems, what are the optimal settings for Nexus 4? See attachment 2874133 Everyone about Skype audio and video? If that's not possible, can some nerd confirm it, so I stop looking for a
solution. Thank you. I can't use SCR Pro without an Internet connection, it checks for axence even if it's already been verified. Galaxy Tab S 8.4 Android 4.4.2 Page 14 Rooter my LG G pad 8.3 and SCR Pro worked, but the sound quality was so bad, I read in this thread that there are better sound settings when using
Android 4.4 so I updated from 4.2 and now my root approach does not work and I have no idea what to do please understand, but now my recordings play in portrait mode, that it plays landscape when I use stock player or VLC, but when I want to edit the video on the computer, it's vertical, anyway I can fix this? or
record in default in horizontal mode? Last edited: August 4, 2014 Portrait figured out, but now my shots play in portrait mode, that it plays landscape when I use a stock player or VLC, but when I want to edit the video on the computer, it's vertical, anyway can I fix this? or record in default in horizontal mode? And I, but it's
not a big problem - just rotate it when I pop it on my computer Realized, but now my shots play in portrait mode ... or record in default in horizontal mode? Make sure your screen is horizontal when you start recording. On some devices, the launcher is always vertical, in which case you need to open the SCR, and then
open the app/game that you will record and wait for the screen to turn the landscape and then start recording. Add an additional option force horizontally or vertically vertically it's high on my TODO list. Adding such a setting is not as trivial as it sounds. The landscape can be rotated left or right, and for some tablets the
landscape is the default orientation and the portrait rotates... scr videos recorded vertically can be viewed vertically via MX player... Built-in movie players display captured videos in horizontal wid mode so much empty space on any of the videos!! it's just an option shared with those who wer have trouble watching
vertically recorded videos vertically.. thank you all RANVIR ---------- Post added at 06:08 PM ---------- The previous post was at 06:03 PM ---------- just use MX PLAYER to watch scr videos...:d good: Hey, I have trouble recording with the GPU setting on my Xperia Z2. I get a black bar at the top of the screen exactly the size
of a notifitaction bar. Screenshot : h ttp://s15.postimg.org/p4r4cuycp/vlcsnap_2014_08_19_22h30m58s230.png black bar disappears when I use GPU+, but the video lags behind. Screenshot: h ttp://s10.postimg.org/i4ebxaj9z/vlcsnap_2014_08_19_22h31m12s120.png Is there any fix for this problem? (I'm a new user, so
I can't publish direct links, but those connections are secure.) Thanks Edit: change from 15 mbps bitrate to 30 mbps GPU+ seems to remove lagg, but videoize is a little high. Last edited: August 19, 2014 I keep getting error message 403 when trying to update This is a general Google Play issue that is not specific to
SCR. There are dozens of different fixes on the internet, but it's hard to tell which one really works. I would try to clean up data about google play store and Google Play services first, and if it does not help in trying to Google some alternative magic fixes. Reactions: BRANDENDEUCE This is a general Google Play issue
that is not SCR specific. There are dozens of different fixes on the internet, but it's hard to tell which one really works. I would try to clean up data about google play store and Google Play services first, and if it does not help in trying to Google some alternative magic fixes. I've tried everything from deleting data from the
game store to completely cleanly installing my rom. Can you please send me an APB so I can upload it sideways to my phone? I paid for the pro version. Big! Now I'm going to record my games. Trying to find an APK download (demo / free) version Can someone connect / suggest a place to download a trial version of
APK ? I'm not looking for a cracked/pirated version, just an APK demo, because I don't currently have access to the GooglePlay store. --- I searched this thread and can not see any offer apk, and I do not want to get virus'd by downloading APK from some place outside this site. best regards. Xolo q800 Color Questions
Hey! So whenever I use this app, I get a good video, except my colors are messed up. They're not reversed, the colors are right, just a little 'off' to the right side of the real on the screen. I attached a screenshot to show it. I'm running it at Max resolution resolution my phone (Xolo Q800 X-Edition) at 960x540. I tried to
use a lower resolution, but it messed up my entire screen. Any advice? Screenshot_2014-09-22-03-09-38-1-1-1.png Last mounted: September 21, 2014 I get an error message when I start recording, what should I do? Hello I get the error R198 when I start filming. Recroder erro try changing the resolution or switching
image transformation between GPU/CPU.please uninstall another screencast application if you have one. I use Samsung Galaxy Tab3 Neo model number: SM-T111 Android version: 4.2.2 SCR Pro Setting: Encoder: Android built-in H264 Resolution: 1024x600 Max Image Transformation: (GP Dial: 10 Mbps Frame
speed: 30Fps if I choose Software MPEG-4(slow) then works well, but on a lot of lag and in H264 I got this error pls tell me what to do and solve it Thank you! Hello I get the error R198 when I start filming. Recroder erro try changing the resolution or switching image transformation between GPU/CPU.please uninstall
another screencast application if you have one. I use Samsung Galaxy Tab3 Neo model number: SM-T111 Android version: 4.2.2 SCR Pro Setting: Encoder: Android built-in H264 Resolution: 1024x600 Max Image Transformation: (GP Dial: 10 Mbps Frame speed: 30Fps if I choose Software MPEG-4(slow) then works
well, but on a lot of lag and in H264 I got this error pls tell me what to do and solve it Thank you! There's no solution to that. You can blame Samsung (the same thing happens with GT-i9100). Does that mean my card is dosent support? It's a weird page 15 so there's no other way to use it properly in my card? Btw thanks
for the information. Switch to CPU image transformation and whichever code version works, GPU and GPU+ won't work safely. Just like my S2, your tablet's hardware is pretty outdated so don't expect miracles from it. I also recommend recording at a lower resolution, 30fps limit and 3000kb/s, preferably without sound.
Switch to CPU image transformation and whichever code version works, GPU and GPU+ won't work safely. Just like my S2, your tablet's hardware is pretty outdated so don't expect miracles from it. I also recommend recording at a lower resolution, 30fps limit and 3000kb/s, preferably without sound. Treid but still does
not work I think you are right about the tablet hardware so it does not work for me. Thanks for the help will check on another device Why my Samsung Galaxy J can not see the video bitrate menu with SCR pro :crying: postimg.org/image/81py6o8a5/ I'm sorry I can not post the image. ---------- Post added at 09:10 ---------The previous post was at 08:53 am ---------- In the free version, the menu is the same, I do not see bitrate or vertical.... Last edited: September 29, 2014 My good friend Branden directed me to this news blog for Screen Recorder Pro in his Youtube channel (LiquidSmooth 4.4.4 Screen Recorder Pro is one of the best on
the market! It worked fine on my Galaxy Galaxy 2 , but after the device was updated to LiquidSmooth 4.4.4. several things are affected - all Screen Recorder Pro relationships: 1. Before 4.4.4 I could record youtube and even clips from Netflix ok with SRPro. . Nice crunchy and without falling behind! After 4.4.4 and SRPro
stops immediately the moment I load Netflix. I get the screen protected error: The screen can't be caught because an app has marked the contents of the screen as safe. 2. When recording activity outside of Netflix such as recording while skipping over my phone's desktop screens, etc., I get a 'bluish' result in playback.
By comparing recording to a simple screenshot method, you can see the results over each other. Is there a setting to remove the message and unblock the Netflix thing as before and the setting for returning colors to the way it was before LiquidSmooth 4.4.4? Screen Recorder Pro is one of the best on the market! Of
course it worked fine on my Galaxy Note 2 , but after the device was updated to LiquidSmooth 4.4.4. a few things were affected - all Screen Recorder Pro relationships: 1. Before 4.4.4 I could record youtube and even clips from Netflix ok with SRPro. . Nice crunchy and without falling behind! After 4.4.4 and SRPro stops
immediately the moment I load Netflix. I get the screen protected error: The screen can't be caught because an app has marked the contents of the screen as safe. This is an Android feature designed intentionally to block the recording of such content. Keep having to state that you won't be able to take screenshots of
Netflix as well. It may be possible to modify a custom ROM to disable it, but I have no experience in doing so. Unfortunately, nothing can be done about it from the SCR application. When recording activity outside of Netflix such as recording while overshoter phones, etc., I get a 'bluish' score in playback. By comparing
recording to a simple screenshot method, you can see the results over each other. Fix reverse color in SCR settings (if already selected, select it). Reactions: Rico ANDROID Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014 Ed, SM-P601) Hi, Will it work with Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014 Ed, SM-P601) ??? Any one who uses it
???? Hi, Will it work with Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 (2014 Ed, SM-P601) ??? Any one who uses it ???? According to statistics it should work pretty well on Android 4.4. At 4.3 you can get about 10-15fps using a software encoder and the hardware encoder can be a little unstable. Try SCR Free before buying SCR Pro
so you know it works for you. Is there an option to add a delay before recording and start recording after 5 seconds? Why would you need a delay? The SCR window hovers over any other app (except the notification bar and lock screen) so you can open the SCR, move it so it doesn't interfere with your view, and then
the app you want to record and when you're ready to start recording. Why would you need a delay? The SCR window hovers over any other app (except the notification bar lock screen) so you can open SCR, move it so it doesn't interfere with your view, and then open the app you want to record and when you're ready
to start recording. Can you move it? I didn't know that, great! Mostly I want a delay because of the startups that the games do, but if I can move to a corner and start from there... thanks for the answer, so you're ever going to support nexus 7? SCR screen recorder does not work sir, previously the SCR screen recorder
worked well ... after formatting my SDcaard and factory reset, the SCR screen recorder does not work, it appears after msg. SCR was not able to create / storage / sdcard0 / ScreenRecorder / ........... mp4 video file. Make sure that the selected output directory is daummous and that the SD card is not locked with a USB
connection. Page 16 so will you ever support Nexus 7? Yes, both generations of Nexus 7s are supported. The 2012 version is a bit slow and on some EMs you see a bit of visual noise on the recording, but this is a coder problem and there's nothing more I can do about it. The second Nexus 7 gene is much more
powerful and should allow for really beautiful shots. If you are getting an error R303 try to reduce video bitrate a little (eg. to 5Mbps). Sir, previously the SCR display recorder worked well... after formatting my SDcaard and factory reset, the SCR screen recorder does not work, it appears after msg. SCR was not able to
create / storage / sdcard0 / ScreenRecorder / ........... mp4 video file. Make sure that the selected output directory is daummous and that the SD card is not locked with a USB connection. Can you choose Send Bug Report from the SCR Settings menu so I can analyze records? Add the following information to your
generated email: 1. Is this problem specific to the external SD, or do you get it for internal memory as well? 2. What superuser/supersu app are you suing? 3. Can other applications, e.g. Yes, both generations of Nexus 7s are supported. The 2012 version is a bit slow and on some EMs you see a bit of visual noise on the
recording, but this is a coder problem and there's nothing more I can do about it. The second Nexus 7 gene is much more powerful and should allow for really beautiful shots. If you are getting an error R303 try to reduce video bitrate a little (eg. to 5Mbps). Oops your right and keep forgetting them running lol nvm xD Sent
from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk Last edited: October 27, 2014 problem Can you choose Send bug report from SCR Menu Settings so I can analyze logs? Add the following information to your generated email: 1. Is this problem specific to the external SD, or do you get it for internal memory as well? Ans. yes, I'm getting
a problem in both internal and external. 2. What superuser/supersu app are you suing? Ans. I use Supersa. 3. Can other applications, for example, access this card? Ans. I use stock File Manager and have access to an SDcard card. Of course This is an Android feature designed intentionally to block the capture of such
content. Keep having to state that you won't be able to take screenshots of Netflix as well. It may be possible to modify a custom ROM to disable it, but I have no experience in doing so. Unfortunately, nothing can be done about it from the SCR application. Invert's been checked as you mentioned. Not easuing has put
things back to normal. Thank you! Great app!!! :laughs: MaxSdkVersion question.. Hey, there. I used the Pro version for the last few months on my Nexus 5 with stock 4.4.x and everything worked perfectly (That's why I bought the Pro version ; P)! However, since I updated my N5 to the first construction of L Preview and
to date (on LPX13D), the Play Store does not allow me to install the application at all. It says it would be incompatible with my device. (Also, the Play Store won't let me post feedback comment, so I try it out here now.) In AndroidManifest.xml, I saw that maxSdkVersion is set to be 19. Well, that explains why the Play
Store says it would be incompatible. However, I used the app flawlessly until 4.4.4 and am not aware of any changes that would affect the way SCR works. So, can you please update the play store version and set maxSdkVersion to 21? Or explain incompatibility (/point out to me where you explained it)? Thank you in
advance! can you please update the play store version and set maxSdkVersion to 21? Or, explain the incompatibility! The SCR screen recorder uses a series of internal, undocumented Android APIps that constantly change each release. That's why I need to update the app on every major Android update. Unfortunately,
to do this, I need access to the original code of Android that has not yet been released for Android 5.0. I'll start working on an update as soon as the source code is released. Reactions: The Bexton SCR screen recorder uses a number of internal, undocumented Android APIps that constantly change each release. That's
why I need to update the app on every major Android update. Unfortunately, to do this, I need access to the original code of Android that has not yet been released for Android 5.0. I'll start working on an update as soon as the source code is released. I see, thank you! From your experience in the past, any idea how long
will the update last after the final code 5.0 drop? Btw, just in case you haven't seen it yet, the 5.0 code has dropped here (although it's not marked as 5.0_rc1, this branch should be almost final): /lollipop-release Edit: Factory images have been released and the lollipop-edition will merge with the master in the coming
days: Last edited: November 4, 2014 TEST: Nexus 5: Stock LPX13D: Stock I JUST GOT SOME FIRST council board my unofficial Nexus 4 Lollipop build (LPX13D) and I'm pushing it to Google Play. Note that it may take several hours before it reaches your device. If you want to install apk manually check SCR Alpha
Community Testing. That was faster than I thought. Thanks for the update, now I could easily install it from the game store. I did a quick test on my sleet Nexus 5 LPX13D build with the following settings (only listed ones where I changed Nexus 5 presets!): Video &gt; Resolution: 1920x1080 Video &gt; Image
Transformation: GPU + Video &gt; &gt; &lt;1&gt; Bitrate: 30Mbps Video &gt; Framerate: Maximum Audio &gt; Source: Internal Other &gt; Show Touches: Yes Here are the results: YouTube dropped it again to 720p, but it should be enough to show it still works smoothly. So thank you for updating again! PS: I'm going to
dig through the records I threw in parallel while filming later. If I come across anything, I'll let you know. I tried it on both my devices (Nexus 5 L Dev Built &amp; Nexus 9 Offical 5.0) On both my devices crashes with error code 302 and tells me to change between CPU/GPU recording modes and maybe change the
resolution. I tried every possible solution, nothing worked. How is it possible that it doesn't work anymore? Hope for bug fix soon ... € dit: free not root scr works ... (proven stupid questoins: yep, I'm rooted on both devices) Last Updated: November 8, 2014 Any plans for qhd support? I like this app. ---------- Post added at
09:39 PM ---------- The previous post was at 09:38 ---------- definitely worth paying for the pro version! !! Page 17 I'm a beta tester good job man I'm sorry, but Rec Pro is WAY better. Can non-root mode record internal sound at 5.0? Unfortunately, no. Looking at the source code of Android, an internal audio feature that is
not rooted in Lollipop is unfinished or blocked by some policy. There is some scaffolding for this feature, but in the end it is disabled. We hope this means it will be added in future Android updates. At this point it is difficult to say when it will happen 5.0.1 or 6.0. I would simply say that this guy did such a good job in this
application, but it should provide an option to make less quality video as well,I know cus sometimes shooting video takes so much data and people like me who have a limited net plan can not upload plus when recording videos my phone lags (not a problem of this application) it's because my phone aint strong and can
not buy a high end phone so making the video less high quality maybe can help me with size and lags thanks, but it should provide the possibility that less quality video as well,I know cus sometimes recording video takes so much data and people like me who have a limited net plan can not upload plus when recording
videos my phone lags behind (not these apps) that's because my phone is aint strong and I can not buy a high end phone so making a video of lower quality maybe can help me with size and lags thanks to you have such options! To improve recording performance, go to SCR Settings and lower the resolution. To get a
smaller video file, select Show Advanced from the SCR Settings menu, and then reduce bitrates, such as <a0></a0> and <a1>Windows</a1> . You already have such options! To improve recording performance, go to SCR Settings and lower the resolution. To get a smaller video file, select Show Advanced from the
SCR Settings menu, and then reduce bitrates, such as <a0></a0> and <a1>Windows</a1> . Oh my bad I just checked right now this is the official SCR Screen Recorder thread. There are already a pair of threads scattered on different device forums, but I wanted a central place to collect feedback, etc. SCR screen
recorder allows you to record quality screen transfers directly from your phone or tablet. It uses hardware-accelerated video encoding to get the best way to capture screens on any device. It is the only video record holder on the market that supports the Tegra device including the Nexus 7. Google Play Links SCR Free
SCR Pro (With free release, you can record a maximum of 3 minutes of screen uploads and an SCR watermark is added to your video. Buy the Pro version to get unlimited screen length without a watermark.) Non-root version - requires Android 5.0+ (Lollipop) SCR Free 5 + SCR Pro 5 + Alpha testing Join SCR Alpha
testing Google + community to gain access to the latest SCR builds, including experimental features. After joining the community, join the alpha test of SCR Free or SCR Pro translations If you want to help translate the app, please contact via [email protected] Huge thanks to the current translation authors! Arabic MrNice14 Chinese (Simplified) - iKira Chinese (Taiwan) - GPFsam Danish - Evildog1 Dutch - Sdelange99 Finnish - T3ER German - Paolo Poso Korean - Ghilwoon Kim Portuguese (Brazil) - Walisson85 Russian - Mavryck Slovak - Pyler Spanish - DavBar9 FAQ I get an error message when I start filming, what should I
do? Try changing the resolution or switching between CPU/GPU image transformation modes. Some devices do not support all combinations of settings. If you can't get any settings to work with, tap the Report button on the error dialog and send the full report email, including the system log. Recording works well except
for weird colors Choose Reverse Color Repair in SCR Settings. The video contains some random colors instead of my screen That is caused by the crash of the video encoder of the device. It can usually be fixed by changing the resolution. The video is sidelined, how do you rotate it? Just like the default Android
Camera SCR app, it checks the screen orientation when recording starts and adds orientation metadata to the video file. Some video players (e.g. VLC) ignore orientation metadata and always show videos YouTube can correctly detect orientation metadata and vertical video playback over the default Android video
player. If you want a video to use vertical boxes instead of rotation metadata Vertical frames in SCR settings. Keep up with the fact that video hardware coders and video snuck-ins on many devices don't support vertical frames, especially in high resolutions. I uninstalled the SCR, but touch indicators are not removed
Touch indicator display is a hidden feature of Android that is simply enabled by SCR. If you want to get rid of it after uninstalled SCR, you can use this app or go to Settings =&gt; Developer Options = &gt; Show taps. My phone becomes really laggy when I start recording phones hardware is not designed to record HD
video and play 3D games at the same time, so I have to move the boundaries. There will always be a slowdown. You can reduce lag by reducing the resolution and speed of thumbnails. A lower frame rate and lower resolution means your phone needs less power to code video and has more backup resources to run
other apps and games. If you have Android 4.3 try GPU+ image transformation mode that is much faster on some devices. The Smallprint SCR Screen Recorder collects anonymous usage statistics to help track bugs and analyze how users use the app. Is there a fix for this 1st internal recorder is not supported at 4.2.2
now 4.4.2 and supported bu with error W:T:F will you be able to record internal sound and I want an internal voice program only noway OOOOOO Sorry for my way there is fix for this ? I can record with the microphone very easily without problems and with the old version 4.4.2 I also need internallll Yes, in parallel I will
work on both versions until it is possible to implement all SCR features without root. There is currently no internal sound support in the non-root version. Ok awesome, I now own both pro versions of root and do root for whatever crazy reason I can come up with. imo I think you should not phase out root one, I would like
to see some features that a non-rooted device can not do. ;0, I do not know EDIT: also how the hell do you pronounce your name is it i-wooh-Ba-us? I have a problem - I had a scr screen recorder 5+, but I need internal sound, but on the new version of scr screen recorder 0.19.6 alpha (this has internal sound) I have this
problem: there is a problem with the configuration of selinux on your device, make sure that your device is properly rooted and switch selinux to permissive mode if possible... this app has permissions and I have root: EDIT: nexus 4, android 5.0 lollipop EDIT2: btw. why is your app blocking the screenshot?
uploadfromtaptalk1416138061046.png Last edited: November 16, 2014 Hey, thanks for this app, on my s5 works pretty well, but on my old s2 I only get about 7-9 FPS which is not good, I suppose the device can handle 15 or more FPS, but the set-top meters used are strong, maybe you could implement / Hardware that
is better for older devices. In addition I get wired colors, with the current alpha build inbuild pastime seems not to work here. Here. you need more information I can send you pm with your rom / kernel / settings, but I think there should be other decoders integrated to handle older devices. Thank you. Yes, I will work on
both versions in parallel until it is possible to implement all SCR features without root. There is currently no internal sound support in the non-root version. What';-; I just found out you can't record inner sound, no wonder it was cheaper. I have a problem - I had a scr screen recorder 5+, but I need internal sound, but on
the new version of scr screen recorder 0.19.6 alpha (this has internal sound) I have this problem: there is a problem with the configuration of selinux on your device, make sure that your device is properly rooted and switch selinux to permissive mode if possible... I'm working on a solution to this SELinux question. For
now, you should be able to get your SCR by switching to Compliant mode with the SELinuxModeChanger app. Reactions: tomgacz Page 18 I'm working on a solution to this SELinux question right now. For now, you should be able to get your SCR by switching to Compliant mode with the SELinuxModeChanger app. ye
now it's work - now I can record but it laggy too - on kitkat I recorded games etc and now laggy on the home screen thank God you're here and working on the app &lt;3 btw. without changing to permissive mode we can not record and I found this: there does not work front camera - it's all the time loading (on permissive
operation great) Try to change the video encoder or transform the image into SCR Settings. The software encoder may have been selected as the default because of the number of previous errors. I try all the settings but still so laggy ;( Btw. on scr screen recorder 5+ works amazingly, without falling behind, but I have no
sound (internally) there :&lt; I try all settings but still so laggy ;( Btw. on scr screen recorder 5+ works amazingly, without falling behind, but I have no sound (internally) there :&lt; I will add non-root recording mode in future releases of root application (whith internal audio). It just requires a little more work to implement. I
just wanted to know that if I have 5.0+ it means I can use the complete features of the application without root too? For OP, I love this app. If you want to see some great examples of how well it works and the internal ability to record audio, watch a few of my videos. I will not spam them here if you want to see the
gameplay videos I created using this app to search for my channel. My channel name is HaligonianType1. The last dozen gameplay videos on my channel have been recorded using this app. I also put your app name in tags. It's a great app. It's the only app I could find to suit my needs when screencast screen recorder
stops supporting their app. :d a good: Hey, just a few information, after I close this app on my Nexus 6 I have a noticeable lag on Device. It's almost like he's still filming. I'm restarting to get rid of him, but it's my first experience. I use the Pro 5+ version. Worked on Z1 AOSP 5.0 Im using SCR free on Z1 running AOSP
with Max resolution and get no crash or video code crash,FPS max,bit rate default,Encoder H264. Nice job I use and free version. I had no problems, and the quality is very good. The only bad point is that you can not record the sound of the system, the only choice is the microphone. I wish I could record the music and
sounds played by my device, but without using the microphone, which is often of poor quality, plus you hear everything around you. Good job! Updating the SCR Free Root link Due to some problems with Google Play policy (I am accused of misrepresenting the system UI) SCR Free was banned and I had to see it again
under another address. To continue receiving updates, install a new version from If you're connected to SCR without your blog/YouTube channel/etc. I'd appreciate it if you could reesue the app and reassess your reviews. Thanks for your support in creating the best Android screen recorder! Reactions: Achwaq Khalid
Yes, I will work on both versions in parallel until it is possible to implement all SCR features without root. There is currently no internal sound support in the non-root version. Hmm, let's see if I got this right; there is a free and professional version of the application, both of which require root. The new version 5 is just a
lollipop, it also has a free and professional variant and does not require root. The version that requires root will nevertheless run on Lollipop? I was looking for a screen recorder that could record both the screen and direct audio from the device. Page 19 Help me fix this gentleman , I have kitkat 4.4.2 version There is this
strange bug on some devices updated on kitkat. I can't play it on any of my test devices so it's really hard to fix. Can you go to SCR Settings and choose Send bug report from the menu after you get this error? Also make sure you're running the latest version of SCR (from Google Play). Some users were able to resolve
this issue by selecting Repair Custom Recovery Permissions (CWM/TWRP). I was looking for a screen recorder that could record both the screen and direct audio from the device. Yes, you guessed it. I know it's a little confusing, but it's safer to have separate root/noroot apps. Using in-app billing instead of the Pro
version would make more sense now, but I didn't implement it at the beginning and it would be difficult/impossible to transfer existing Pro users to some premium version in the app. To get internal sound, you need to root the device and install the root of the SCR screen recorder. Works on Lollipop and the latest Alpha
version non-root video encoding, as well as advance root based screen capture. Hey, just some feedback, after I close this app on my Nexus 6 I have a noticeable lag on my device. It's almost like he's still filming. I'm restarting to get rid of him, but it's my first experience. I use the Pro 5+ version. There appears to be
some leaks in Lollipop sources that may cause some slowdown. I sent a bug report and some patches to AOSP and got a response from Google devs to develop their own fix. We hope that this problem will be solved in the next Update of Android. I added some optimizations on SCR 5+ to avoid the most obvious
resource leak as well. and you're actually creating a lollipop version with root access and internal audio recording? ... please create this for me on Christmas &lt;3[/URL] Of course, it's been in Alpha testing for several weeks now and as of Friday I started staging the rollout of version 0.20.1-beta which includes, among
other things, these improvements in support for lollipop. If you're in hospital join alpha testing on goo.gl/PGYZ8r and sign up for Alpha updates using the link in the About Community section or simply wait a few days for an update. Wesołego karpia Of course, it has been in Alpha testing for several weeks and as of Friday
I started staging the introduction of version 0.20.1-beta which includes, among other things, these improvements in support for Lollipop. If you're in hospital join alpha testing on goo.gl/PGYZ8r and sign up for Alpha updates using the link in the About Community section or simply wait a few days for an update. Wesołego
karpia wesołych świąt and dziękuję for odpowiedź - nigdy nie sądziłem, że Polak stworzył tak cudowną aplikację May be scr paid will work better than scr free. SCR Free and SCR Pro do exactly the same, except that SCR Free has a recording timeout and adds a watermark at the top of the video. If you are not satisfied
with SCR performance or stability try to experiment with different settings and do not set everything to max It is especially true for budget tablet and phones. @iwobanas niestety właśnie on wersji 0.20.1-beta było to nagrywane, więc widać różnicę Try selecting H264 no root video encoder in SCR Settings. In version

0.20.1-beta, the old root-based imaging mechanism is used by default. I can switch the no-root to be the default to Lollipop later after it has been more thoroughly tested. If you still see a performance difference between SCR 5+ and SCR Root without root coders, contact me via email and send me raw samples to record.
(We stick to English so that other users can benefit from our conversation). Try selecting H264 no root video encoder in SCR Settings. In version 0.20.1-beta, the old root-based imaging mechanism is used by default. I can switch no-root to be default to Lollipop after being tested more thoroughly. If you still see a
performance difference between SCR 5+ and Root without root encoders please get in touch via email and send me raw recording patterns. (We stick to English so that other users can benefit from our conversation). unforgivable, do not set the root that gives me an error on all bitrates: can you add an option to change
the key box interval. At this point it's too long I'll work on forcing key frames on the Lollipop coder if that's what you're talking about. On other systems, the key frame interval should be a few seconds, which should be fine for most use cases. What interval would work for you? I'm reluctant to add another configuration
option because it's already getting pretty cluttered. I'll work on forcing key frames on the Lollipop coder if that's what you're talking about. On other systems, the key frame interval should be a few seconds, which should be fine for most use cases. What interval would work for you? I'm reluctant to add another
configuration option because it's already getting pretty cluttered. What is the key box interval currently set to? A key frame 1 interval would be great for editing, but it can affect the size of the recording. The setup option would be really great. What is the key box interval currently set to? A key frame 1 interval would be
great for editing, but it can affect the size of the recording. The setup option would be really great. On Lollipop, it is set to 5, and on earlier versions it is not set to be used by default. I'll see if it's possible to set it up reliably. There is no point in adding another setting if it does not work. Knowing other encoder parameters
such as bitrate Android encoders does not apply strictly selected values. On Lollipop, it is set to 5, and on earlier versions it is not set to be used by default. I'll see if it's possible to set it up reliably. There is no point in adding another setting if it does not work. Knowing other encoder parameters such as bitrate Android
encoders does not apply strictly selected values. Cheers to look at him. Fingers crossed here I download SCR screen recorder without the required root My phone is nexus4 with android 5.0, but your screen recorder is very lagging when I record.:p lač: Page 20 Nexus 4 I download the SCR screen Rootless Recorder
required My phone is nexus4 with android 5.0, but your screen recorder lags very much behind when I record.:p lač: I also use Nexus 4 (Android 5.0.1). I tried SCR screen recorder 5+ (without root) and it is not lagging behind at all. Then, when I decided to root I installed the SCR screen recorder * root (without root
coders) and the performance is still the same. Maybe that's the game you're playing. Some games require a lot of resources. :d as good: I download the SCR Screen Recorder without the necessary root My phone is nexus4 with Android 5.0 but your screen recorder lags very much when I record.:p lače: Work OK on my
Nexus 4 current stock 5.0.1. Make sure you're not running out of memory if the memory is almost full, the writing becomes much slower, which can cause you to fall behind. There are several system resource leaks in 5.0 so sometimes restarting your phone also helps. Having problems with the pro version I have some
problems with the pro version of your application the reason I ask for help is because when I run the pro version writes Unfortunately, SCR Pro stopped. the thing is that the free version works perfectly well on my phone as you can see with the attached screenshots. is this because the pro version has a compatibility
difference with the free version that I tried to install, and then uninstalling , cleaning data applications, restarting my phone any help will be appreciated I own a samgung galaxy s4 SGH-I377M running Android 4.4.2 EDIT: I just had to clean up all the data reinstall it and it worked after a few times so ok now by the way big
business with this app really love it worth the money Last time mounted : Jan 19, 2015 I'm done. I tried to make this app work on my Samsung Galaxy S3 for half a year. Every update was like a new opportunity for me. I've always been like maybe it'll work this time, but unfortunately it still doesn't. The problem is that it
laggs terribly on my s3. It doesn't matter if I change the resolution or not. Coders are always malfunctions because the display is not recorded with a coder. There are either these random colors or it's just a frozen screen. So I can use a software encoder. Even if I record the worst quality, it's lagging behind. I found a
new app called Recording. It uses the device encoder and is not lagging behind with brilliant quality. Why can't you do the same iwobans? I just want my app because of the face cam tbh. There's no other reason to use it at an ATM. And since I paid for it, I have to use it. Anyway, why don't you check the record-free app
maybe you can get some ideas from him about how he managed to clear the backlog. Peace out. I found a new app called Recording. It uses the device encoder and is not lagging behind with brilliant quality. Why can't you do the same iwobans? I just want my app because of the face cam tbh. There's no other reason
to use it at an ATM. And since I paid for it, I have to use it. Anyway, why don't you check the record-free app maybe you can get some ideas from him about how he managed to clear the backlog. There are several alternative hardware encoder interfaces, and on different devices, different interfaces are faster. It's good
to know that Virtual Display encoding works on this Galaxy S3 (isn't it an S3 mini?) with a hardware encoder. In fact, I have already implemented this encoding mechanism, but currently it is only available on Android 5.0 (you need to select H264 no root video encoder). I will consider backporting this kitkat mechanism if I
get confirmation that it works better on other as well. There are several alternative hardware encoder interfaces different devices, different interfaces are faster. It's good to know that Virtual Display encoding works on this Galaxy S3 (isn't it an S3 mini?) with a hardware encoder. In fact, I have already implemented this
encoding mechanism, but currently it is only available on Android 5.0 (you need to select H264 no root video encoder). I will consider backporting this kitkat mechanism if I get confirmation that it works better on other devices as well. That's good to know. I use regular Samsung. Galaxy s3 with Android 4.3 jelly beans. all
encoders on the app I mentioned work flawlessly. when can we expect them to be codized implemented with a new update if you can tell? Last edited: February 18, 2015 Hey me again. It works with my New Hand and Lollipop. I can record a screen without Lage, but when I watch the video itself, it lags behind. not the
tape, I've already seen it. Why is that? It's only with the highest resolution. The lower resolution ends in small Windows systems or something. Jumpy Video When uploading to a computer when I play or upload a recording directly from my Galaxy S2 I have no problem, but I wish I could edit my videos on my computer.
However, when I transfer them via USB, the video is really nervous, with half of the image jumping back and forth in time. Any ideas about what might cause this? Guys, please help. I have a Nexus 7 in 2013. Android 5.0.2 rooted, which has a resolution of 1920x1200 and I tried shooting in the landscape using
1920x1080p with lining, 1728x1080, 1280x720p with lining, 1152x720p , H264, GPU +. All videos that I watch on the computer and upload to youtube, result in side black bars (the upper and lower parts are good). How do I fix this? I use the old version of SCR Pro (not those 5+ because I need internal audio recording for
games. Thank you in advance! Editing: Also the audio recording system is cut off most of the time and video scores without sound. I didn't have this problem on KK. Updated: February 23, 2015 Skype It's been a while since anyone searched for Skype audio/video recording with a scr screen recorder. Is there any news
about this or any technical solution or is it simply impossible to record video with sound? I'm on android 4.3 JellyBean (rootet xperia z1c) and scr screen recorder does AWESOME work besides! thanks to the programmer! How do I recover a recording after a device dies in the middle of recording? In the middle of
recording video, if my device turns off due to battery ugia, the recorded file is there but will not play. I switched .mp4 pc and compared it to another recording from SCR. The length, frame width, frame height, data rate, total bitrate, frame count, and protected status are empty relative to normal recording, which has all
these attributes defined. Is there a fix for the corrupted burn file or a program to manually place these attributes on your computer? Samsung Tab Pro 10.1 Model: SM-T320 Android: 4.2.2 SCR Pro Version .20.6-beta On side battle, I would like to say thanks for providing the best option on the market. I've been using SCR
since September 2013 and I've used it to record all my 500 videos that my YouTube channel has turned from a hobby into a business. You love the software, but find a potential bug. It's not a deal breaker because I love software, it works like a charm on every samsung I owned. I used the software to show you the
problem I ran into when I wanted to show people some cool Google now commands. SCR Screen Recorder Error: video is set as a non-player so that only the people who see it are in this thread. He realized it was easier than explaining. Last edited: March 4, 2015 Does anyone know about an app that can record Skype
audio calls Sent from my SM-N915T using XDA Free Mobile App Instead of using Skype to record calls, I would suggest using Teamspeak 3. It is a voice chat program that has a call quality 10x better than Skype, works much easier, and to record just guess the options record and you get a mult-comment recording. It is
not free on mobile devices; however, it's free on your PC. But the service itself costs a monthly fee to run the server ($5- $ 40 / month), and if you want to join my server to record comments freely. You can pm me here for the server address if you want to use it. TS3 is what I use for all my YouTube duplicate comments,
and the server is a good place to meet with others to collaborate. Basically all Android users for the game I post use SCR pro to record video and then TS3 to record any double comments. If you're searching for the name of my forum, you can find my channel where channel announcement is a double comment using
TS3 to record audio, and SCR pro for video, and then quickly edit video to sync audio to video. The thing is in my purpose I have to be able to call on cells and line bars Sent from my SM-N915T using XDA Free mobile application I face a problem with scr recorder, I can not create a video file Can you choose Send bug
report from the SCR Settings menu so I can analyze logs? Add the following information to your generated email: 1. Is this problem specific to the external SD, or do you get it for internal memory as well? 2. What superuser/supersu app are you suing? 3. Can other applications, e.g. Please look at my problem
Screenshot_2015-03-11-11-30-20.jpg Maybe I use this wrong or something, but regardless of the frame rate I request in the application, the resulting, encoded video reports that 25fps (from checking code information in MX Player Pro). I chose 60fps and Unlimited fps, but still encoding 25fps video. What exactly does
that mean? Thank you you are an SCR recorder pro. Help- Can you please suggest an app that can record internally internally only sound (as SCR has an internal audio + video recording option in the audio* original part of its settings). If such an application is unavailable, can you create one. PicsArt_1425326545600.jpg
INFO LG G3 3GB Huston we do not have any problems I tested this application on LG G3 3GB on stock 4.4, 5.0, cm12 and all works I bought a pro version so only for info if you will try or if you need this application. And there goo you have my money and I'm glad you made a great app man keep it up or I'll be angry if
you don't :highfive: Page 21 how can I record gameplay lagging behind.... Eg., asphalt 8........ my Samsung galaxy Note 4 device Sent from my SM-N910G using XDA Free mobile application Installing audio drivers I use SCR Screen Recorder Free, and it works fine , but when I choose to exit the audio system from the
list of sound sources it just keeps this notification for hours without doing anything : Is there any way to manually install drivers ? I use the Samsung Galaxy Grand Neo GT-I9060. Poor DVR Howdy, I'm working to get Tasker to run SCR. The plan is to set tasker to launch an app that will display the video you want at the
appropriate time. The next tasker will run SCR. I think it's easy enough to make pressing buttons or D-drop commands to start SCR recording. What is next is necessary to stop recording when the desired recording time has expired. Is running SCR a second time in Tasker the best way to automatically stop recording?
That seems counterintuitive to me. Doesn't SCR 2 stop recording but also end the SCR app? I hope there is an SCR-Tasker thread somewhere that goes into this in more detail. Only FYI... Using CS918 android TV box (Q7) running kitkat 4.4.2 Thanks a lot for any pointer, Dr Dan Doogee 550 Hi , I have Kingo rooted
550 and SCR pro used to work ... Now no. SCR was unable to create storage/sdcard.. Make sure the selected output directory is writable and ...'' I noticed that scr application does not have super user permission . Is there anyway you can help me. I need this as soon as possible, and I'll be grateful. Thx, Tino SCR
banned from PlayStore? The first SCR Pro, but the last Nicht SCR Free too ?!?!? Why :(? What about Pro Usern? Does anyone know that? SCR Wars Best? Why was this app removed from the Google Play Store? I'm trying to figure it out right now. My hunch is that it's because of the SELinux modification settings.
Unfortunately, Google didn't send me a warning message so I don't have a chance to fix it. Instead SCR Pro was removed and my entire account was terminated. I'm appealing this decision, but my hopes aren't too high. When I get a definitive response from Google Play Support, I'll decide how to continue distributing
my apps. Reactions: Mauriciognr and TheLaptopClick I'm trying to figure it out right now. My this is due to SELinux modification settings. Unfortunately, Google didn't send me a warning message so I don't have a chance to fix it. Instead SCR Pro was removed and my entire account was terminated. I'm appealing this
decision, but my hopes aren't too high. When I get a definitive response from Google Play Support, I'll decide how to continue distributing my apps. Why is this happening? Can I help you Thank you device: s4(i9500) android 5.0 no root Last edited: April 23, 2015 Why is this happening ? Device: s4(i9500) android 5.0
has no root I saw this error in logs, but until now I could not play it on any of my test devices. Right now I have to sort out the policy and then I can go back to debugging and code. This problem may be caused by incompatible settings. Try lowering the resolution or video bitrate and seeing if it helps. I've seen this error in
the logs, but so far I haven't been able to reproduce it on any of my test devices. Right now I have to sort out the policy and then I can go back to debugging and code. This problem may be caused by incompatible settings. Try lowering the resolution or video bitrate and seeing if it helps. Just check that it's because
resolution 1280x720 works fine It just give that error to 1280x1080 I will wait for your repair. Thank you for your response And I'm really sad that your apps are blocked from google play :'( I hope you return all your apps to the store and develop great apps:good: Play with the free version for some time and want to get a
payed pro version. Now it feels like the app has been taken out of android playstore. Can someone tell me if the app will come back? Now that you can't get an SCR screen recorder on Google, I recommend KitKat screen capture ... It's small and self, which means you don't need Busybox, or scripting manager, just root
access. They have been playing with the free version for some time and want to get a payed pro version. Now it feels like the app has been taken out of android playstore. Can someone tell me if the app will come back? Yes, SCR Pro has been removed and my account has been terminated :-/ I probably won't be able to
post SCR Pro on Google Play anymore, but I'll find an alternative way to distribute this app. It may take a few days before I do it an though. When SCR Pro is re-released, I'll reduce the price or even release it for free, so stay tuned! Reactions: bubuskin, android-amazing and PalmCentro Yes, SCR Pro was removed and
my account was terminated :-/ I probably won't be able to post SCR Pro on Google Play anymore, but I'll find an alternative way to distribute this app. It may take a few days before I do it an though. When SCR Pro is re-released, I'll reduce the price or even release it for free, so stay tuned! This is so sad how about the FDroid or app store?.. Reactions: bubuskin Yes, SCR Pro was removed and my account was terminated I probably won't be able to post SCR Pro on Google Play anymore, but I'll find an alternative way to distribute this app. It may take a few days before I do it an though. When SCR Pro is re-released, I'll reduce the price
or even release it for free, so stay tuned! &gt;_&lt; It seems like they removed it from the list of apps for people who also bought it (SCR, SCR5, and Twitch broadcaster). Any chance I'll get apk latest versions if I forward you a purchase email? Somehow I forgot to back up the APKs the last time I installed the apps...
Page 22 What if I want to buy it now? I do not see how to get a pro version? You should probably wait until @iwobanas can work it out with Google, and he would certainly do it in any way or another. I bought it just days after Google removed its apps and account from the Play Store. We're all waiting for a solution here,
we're just going to be patient. Reactions: Bubuskin I just saw that this great application has been removed. I hope they work it out with Google. It's the best screen recorder for Android! You should probably wait until @iwobanas can work it out with Google, and he would certainly do it in any way or another. I bought it just
days after Google removed its apps and account from the Play Store. We're all waiting for a solution here, we're just going to be patient. Unfortunately, I'm going on a trip tomorrow and I was hoping to get this because the free version worked perfectly. What other version should I buy because I need it now?
Unfortunately, I'm going on a trip tomorrow and I was hoping to get this because the free version worked perfectly. What other version should I buy because I need it now? That's the problem... because the pro version only works with the licensing of the Google Play Store, and if it can't be purchased, it can't be licensed.
Try contacting @iwobanas, maybe it can give you another way to adquire your app. Reactions: Bubuskin and Colorchange SCR Pro is now free for everyone! After considering different ways to re-publish my app (Amazon App Store / new Google Play account / FDroid, etc.) I decided to release this app for free and I
hope at least some of you will support my efforts with donations I do not want to charge anyone twice for the same app and no publishing method allows migration of thousands of users who have already purchased the app. You can grab apk from this thread and enjoy all the features of the latest edition of SCR Pro on
Google Play. There are no time limits, watermarks, etc. Simply full-featured the best Android screen recorder for free! Unfortunately, automatic updates won't work with side-loaded APCs, but I'll be adding update notifications directly to SCR in the future. Consider a donation for me, especially if you haven't bought SCR
Pro yet! Reactions: 573W1E, channeled and 6 others Unfortunately, I'm going on a trip tomorrow and I was hoping to get this as if the free version worked perfectly. What other version should I buy because I need it now? In case you haven't left yet, grab a new fully functional APK from the first post on this thread! Thank
you!~ What is the proposed donation? The previous price was $5+ VAT so it would be great if you could donate that amount. Of course, if you can't afford to donate the amount you think is appropriate. For example, for very small amounts PayPal spend most of the donation. GT-S7272 preset No statistics available yet
my phone lags behind. what recommendation settings for me? thanks Unfortunately the hardware video encoder on your device is very unstable so a software encoder must be used. Try lowering the resolution (e.g. to 360p or 240p) to reduce lag. I'm afraid there's not much more that can be done with this device. For
those of us with a Google Play Pro version, whether the app will update automatically or we need to update manually. I'm sorry you had to set him free. BTW, the app works great on my Nexus 5. I deserve a donation for a safe man. Last edited: May 1, 2015 After considering different ways to re-publish my app (Amazon
App Store/new Google Play account/FDroid, etc.) I decided to release this app for free and I hope at least some of you will support my efforts with donations I do not want to charge anyone twice for the same app and no publishing method allows migration of thousands of users who have already purchased the app. You
can grab apk from this thread and enjoy all the features of the latest edition of SCR Pro on Google Play. There are no time limits, watermarks, etc. Simply full-featured the best Android screen recorder for free! Unfortunately, automatic updates won't work with side-loaded APCs, but I'll be adding update notifications
directly to SCR in the future. Consider a donation for me, especially if you haven't bought SCR Pro yet! That's a pretty honorable move on your part. On behalf of all current and future users, thank you for your concern for the community! I also wanted to ask a quick question: is the latest version of Twitch broadcaster
0.1.3 and key 0.1.0? (I actually still have those on my second tablet lol) Hey iwobanas, do you plan to integrate internal sound into version 5+ in the future? It's very sad that Google closed your account :/ I also wanted to ask a quick question: is the latest version of Twitch broadcaster 0.1.3 and key 0.1.0? (I actually still
have those on my second tablet lol) These apps are half-baked and I don't think there's much point in releasing them given that I won't continue their development. Basically it's too risky to rely on root apps as the only source of income for the family I just bought an iPhone to do a little iOS development and diversify your
income. If you are using Lollipop, keep an eye out for Play, a non-root rewrite of the broadcaster may appear this summer. Hey iwobanas, are you planning on. internal sound in version 5+ in the future? Probably not. There is no official way to record internal audio even on Lollipop. The one I developed requires root and if
you have root you can use root variant SCR on Lollipop as well. To use the Lollipop video encoder (the one that uses SCR 5+) in SCR Root, select the H264 no-root encoder in SCR settings. Reactions: SaschaHa license check permission? Hi Iwobanas! Thank you for releasing SCR Pro. I already bought it some time
ago on Google Play and just realized (having reinstalled everything from scratch on my phone) that your app has disappeared from the Play Store. Google is quite a dictator and plays with Android devs as it wishes. Very unfortunate. Especially since they do a lot of good work, too. I will never understand why they make
moves like this (banning apps and devs without providing any chance for them to comply with the -new- rules). I just checked the new version (1.0.1) and found that I still com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE permission. Is it still necessary or have you simply forgotten to remove it? Page 23 I just checked the new
version (1.0.1) and found that I still com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE permission. Is it still necessary or have you simply forgotten to remove it? Thank you for reminding me of that. There's been a lot of changes, and I missed that. BTW I'm testing an automatic update notification right now. Great app, perfect
screen recorder. Thanks for providing this app. If possible, I would like to get a record feature of 60fps. Thank you again for sharing this with us. Great app, perfect screen recorder. Thanks for providing this app. If possible, I would like to get a record feature of 60fps. Thank you again for sharing this with us. In 85% of
cases you will never reach 60fps in high-end games, and in the other 15% where the device could reach it (but it won't be solid anyway), you won't be able to withstand recording from 60fps to 1080p with any device on the market. In 85% of cases you will never reach 60fps in high-end games, and in the other 15%
where the device could reach it (but it won't be solid anyway), you won't be able to withstand recording from 60fps to 1080p with any device on the market. Are you sure about that? Because I downloaded an app from playstore that supports 60fps 1080p, and it feels like it did its job perfectly. Are you sure about that?
Because I downloaded an app from playstore that supports 60fps 1080p, and it feels like it did its job perfectly. Just because the video was recorded on 60fps does not mean that what is shown in it is 60fps. Download the FPS meter, start it during recording, and you'll see. (Run the game for at least 15 minutes and then
test for another 10) Are you sure about that? Because I downloaded an app from playstore that supports 60fps 1080p, and it seems like it's perfect your job. Technical recording at 1080p / / possible with SCR on high end devices. Idue all depends on what you're filming. When recording graphic heavy games, many
devices tend to overheat. To avoid hardware damage and hand ignition Android watches down CPU/GPU to allow it to cool down a bit which can reduce the rate of rootless Koder thumbnails (available on Lollipop) uses VFR so that the video frame rate is the most equal to the screen thumbnail speed. If nothing happens
on the screen, the number of frames drops. Other coders (requiring root) try to maintain a constant frame rate, which in some cases can mean that the video has a higher frame rate than the screen refresh rate. I just updated apk's to versions 1.0.2 and 0.1.1. This release adds update notifications and removes unused
permission com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE. It also changes the email address of bugs on Hotmail, which can be useful if Google decides to go a step further and block my entire account. Hello, I tried this program because Shou has audio output down when recording Internal Audio, and the video quality of this
program is much better and more stable than Shou. However, the SCR screen recorder also has a problem with internal audio recording ... When I choose to record only Internal Audio, it still record only sound from the microphone, the same happens with internal + external audio option, why does it happen? I use alcatel
One Touch Pop C7 7041X. The system is Android 4.2.2, I do not want to record surround from my enviability and/or record sounds of poor quality from games. How can I solve the problem? You can give scr pro free in the game store too, to make popularity and your income I do not think that people who do not
screenrecorders applications go to watch on the Internet, but the first on the play store You can give scr pro free in the game store too, to make popularity and your income I do not think that people who do screenrecorders applications go to watch on the Internet, but the first on the play store Application is withdrawn from
the Play Store to tamper with SELinux permissions. Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S3 with AICP 9 using Tapatalk reactions: maujavier91 I was so scared when it was taken down. But thank you for continuing your work. and you are the last person to make a large screen recorder for android. I hope people donate to
keep it alive Nexus 7 2013 internal audio is not recorded (5.1 root) Hi, I tried your app today, recording video OK and sound from the microphone, but when I turn on the internal sound does not record it. First it takes a minute to install an audio driver before it allows me to start recording, but there is still no internal sound
I use Nexus 7 2013 LTE with android 5.1, rooted and using the root version of your app. What am I wrong about? Updated: May 10, 2015 First takes minutes to install an audio driver before allowing me to start recording, there's still no internal sound I don't have nexus variant 7, but on others it works. Make sure the
sound volume is at least 50% and that the tablet is properly rooted. I recommend SuperSu for both Android 5 and above CF AutoRoot because it patches the core correctly. When I choose to record only Internal Audio, it still record only sound from the microphone, the same happens with internal + external audio option,
why does it happen? I use alcatel One Touch Pop C7 7041X. The system is Android 4.2.2, I do not want to record surround from my enviability and/or record sounds of poor quality from games. How can I solve the problem? After selecting Internal Sound, wait a few seconds for the driver to be properly installed. Also
make sure you're not connected to Bluetooth headphones/speakers because Bluetoot recording isn't currently supported. If that doesn't work, your ROM probably uses some incompatible audio drivers. Updating the ROM sometimes resolves this issue. After selecting Internal Sound, wait a few seconds for the driver to
be properly installed. Also make sure you're not connected to Bluetooth headphones/speakers because Bluetoot recording isn't currently supported. If that doesn't work, your ROM probably uses some incompatible audio drivers. Updating the ROM sometimes resolves this issue. How do I know when the driver is
installed? There's no notification or anything, and my device isn't restarting. And again, the program still records the sound of the microphone when it shouldn't, if I choose Internal Audio is recording only Internal Audio, so I guess it's a bug. I suggest that you instead provide another option to turn the microphone down
while recording the video. Besides, what do you think of the ROM? Do you mean the Android version? It has android 4.2.2, it's the last version available for my device. Of course, the device is rooted (when rooted, King User was installed automatically, root software was in Chinese, and I do not remember exactly the
name of the method I used for the roots of the device). I really hope that this problem will be solved soon, because the only program that is stable and records video in the maximum resolution available on my device Last mounted: May 11, 2015 Page 24 How can I know when the driver is installed? There's no
notification or anything, and my device isn't restarting. And again, the program still records the sound of the microphone when it shouldn't, if I choose Internal Audio is recording only Internal Audio, so I guess it's a bug. If the notification does not clearly Install the audio driver and you do not receive error messages, this
means that the driver is installed. From what you say it looks like your device is using some incompatible audio driver and there's not much I can do about what I'm constantly doing to improve compatibility, but it's extremely time consuming, especially without physical access so don't expect repairs anytime soon. If the
notification does not clearly Install the audio driver and you do not receive error messages, this means that the driver is installed. From what you say it looks like your device is using some incompatible audio driver and there's not much I can do about what I'm constantly doing to improve compatibility, but it's extremely
time consuming, especially without physical access to the device, so don't expect a fix anytime soon. I see on Sony Xperia Tablet SGP321, the device restarts when I choose to record Internal Audio, uses Android 4.3, an update is available, however it is really buggy and laggy, a few games crashes only with the update
(it was Android 4.4.x). I guess the driver fails to be installed, what can I do to solve this problem? The device was rooted by Towelroot and I installed a Superuser. A big THANK YOU for your project. It is the absolute most powerful screen recorder of all time , I searched for a long time and so wide , I could not find an
application that meets the performance and features of the SCR screen recorder. I installed an older free pro version on my Samsung galaxy Note3 SM-N900 Android jelly 4.3 And it worked perfectly *Rooted* . But when I updated to Android lollipop 5.0 and installed the same old version (said that my device is not yet
supported) , That's what brought me here , I installed the latest SCR * ROOT * version : Records everything, but : Video is OK , the problem is Audio (interrupted MIC recording and broken internal recording) . internal recorded sound is completely broken and cracked . Whatever I change the options, nothing changes . I
do not know if the new android is not yet very compatible or if it is just my phone (it should not be my device because it worked perfectly before) . I'm sorry I've been doing this for so long, but I really believe it has to work. I would donate with pleasure for that. and I hope it will be kept alive Last time edited: May 21, 2015
But when I updated to Android lollipop 5.0 and installed the same old version (said that my device is not yet supported) ... Records everything except : Video is OK, the problem is Audio (interrupted MIC recording and broken internal recording) . the internal recorded sound is completely broken and cracked ./QUOTE]
Some time ago some users reported audio problems on Lollipop, but I couldn't play it on any of my devices so I was hoping it was fixed. Make sure you're using the latest APK from this thread. Test both the H264 no-root and the old root H264 video encoder. If the problem persists, record a short video that shows the
problem and immediately after recording is complete, select Send Bug Report from menu. When bug report email is generated, attach the recording before sending it so they can analyze the problem. Reactions: Hizo1 Hey there. I love the screen recorder app, but I'm even more in love with SCR App. Unfortunately, as
we all know it is no longer in the game store, and when I went to buy Pro Key I could not, and that means I can not use it due to the time limit. Iwobanas, is there any way you can help me with SCR Broadcaster Pro? Thanks in advance and stick to the awesome work of Selinux and permissive mode Have you found a
solution for selinux permissive mode. Selina mod changer does not work on note 4 5.0.1 Sony Z3 and audio only Heya I saw your app and I think you could do what I need, but I'm not sure. What I want is an app that can record sound. So when I listen to music on my bike I get a recording on it so I can put it on
recordings from my gopro. Is there a way for your app to have the ability to record only sound ? I run 5.0.2 android and I saw several other programs that allow you to record screens + audio. But ideally I just want audio :- ) Hello Dariusz Heya I saw your app and I think you could do what I need, but I'm not sure. What I
want is an app that can record sound. So when I listen to music on my bike I get a recording on it so I can put it on recordings from my gopro. Is there a way for your app to have the ability to record only sound ? I run 5.0.2 android and I saw several other programs that allow you to record screens + audio. But ideally I
just want audio :- ) Hello Dariusz Try this. It's a microphone dictator. I have to record things that play when I ride my bike from the phone itself. Mostly. I play music and record professionals. I want to record music while riding so the music matches the gopro. I pretty much do weird things on my bike and it's nice to sync it
together hah :-) Actually an internal sound recorder would be a very good app. There are 0 appstore apps that can do this right now Last edited: May 17, 2015 Hi. Can you remove the settings limits for the Samsung Galaxy S3 mini and allow me to customize the hardware configuration? My device works CM 11 Android
4.4.4 so it should work well than buggy Samsung ROM There will be consequences if you always ignore me as you did on me last year and 3 months ago When you start the app always says, you can not download, make sure you are online. ???? Due to increased use of SCR Pro, backend statistics and default settings
exceeded the database quota and were turned off. I'm in touch with the technical support of my hosting provider and hope to resolve it soon. Update: This should be resolved now. Updated: May 21, 2015 Reactions: Hizo1 Update: This should be resolved now. . Yes, it's fixed. Thank you. But nothing's changed about the
broken sound, just take your man for a while we just want him to work on our life Joke. Did you get my bug report? I hope so, please tell me that get it so I can still wait for something sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free Mobile Application . Yes, it's fixed. Thank you. But nothing has changed about the broken sound,
but this problem is really difficult for fix it because I can't play it on any of my test devices and everything looks fine from the log. The attached APK contains one possible fix for this problem. Let me know if this fixes the problem, so I can turn on this fix in the next update. If not, send another bug report with a short video
attached. This APK can also solve sound problems on some Note 4 variants with Android 5.0. scr-screen-recorder-pro-1.0.3_note_audio_test.apk Anyone tested the APK attached to the previous post on some Note 3 / Note 4 with Android 5.0? Does the internal sound work? No, it didn't work, I'll try again, and I'll do my
best to send you a bug report with the attached today video, Cheers Sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free mobile app No it't work, I'll try again, and I'll do my best to send you a bug report with the attached video Today Thanks for the quick response. Also test the software MPEG4 video encoder. It's pretty slow at
higher resolutions, but it may give me some clues as to what's causing this problem. also test the software MPEG4 video encoder. I will , Just for knowledge : All other screen recorders with or without root do not give the perfect *Mic shot* , everything is interrupted ! As (AZ screen recorder , mobizen , Rec. , unlimited
screen recorder , ...) I'm guessing he's got something to do with Lollipop! I'm sure you'll find out :thumbup: Sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free mobile app does not work After initial installation worked flawlessly. but after I restarted its fall (on LG G3 D851). sent a crash report. I hope it improves soon. Otherwise, its
pretty cool app. Page 25 I'm so glad I found this still here when I got my G3 I saw it removed from the game ... I'm sorry, man. So far on my LS990 running a beleaded and rooted stock rom has restarted my phone while being recorded several times, but it's been great apart from those few cases. Bad try to get ya diary if
I can and if you are still working on it, anyway thank you! Sent from my LGLS990 using XDA Free Mobile App Hi , I sent two bug reports with test apk with videos . But now I get a new error message about SELinux , look at the attached photo . My device is fully rooted and I recorded the same day before . What
happened! So what could really happen is that my phone has restarted itself into the SAMSUNG home screen while watching a movie with mxplayer and maintaining it there , until I restart it . . Cheers Sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free Mobile App Last edited: May 28, 2015 Whaaat!? I just realized that my phone
doesn't record a clear sound! , from any application with any process . I tried the voice recorder , even with the recording ! Voices are all interrupted!! Why! And how! - we need another person with #SM-N900 and #Android 5.0 , to see if it's just my device that does not help SCR!! . I'm thinking of going back to jelly-. Sent
from my using XDA Free mobile app Whaaat !? I just realized that my phone doesn't record a clear sound! , from any application with any process . I tried the voice recorder , even with the camera recording ! Voices are all interrupted!! Why! And how! - we need another person with #SM-N900 and #Android 5.0 , to see if
it's just my device that does not help SCR!! . I'm thinking of going back to jelly-. Sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free mobile application I have sm-n900t running Raptor 3.0 at 5.0.1 and has the same problem ... tried to change it for a microphone instead of internal, but still getting that error, everyone knows how to fix
it?? Hi , I sent two bug reports from the test apk with videos. But now I get a new error message about SELinux , look at the attached photo . My device is fully rooted and I recorded the same day before . What happened! So what could really happen is that my phone has restarted itself into the SAMSUNG home screen
while watching a movie with mxplayer and maintaining it there , until I restart it . . Cheers Sent from my SM-N900 using XDA Free mobile app I have sm-n900t running Raptor 3.0 at 5.0.1 and has the same problem ... tried to change it for a microphone instead of internal, but still getting that error, everyone knows how to
fix it?? Have you installed the Selinuxmodechanger application? It takes in a lollipop to do it properly. Unless you have a custom core with it that's already set to be permissive. Sent from my LGLS990 using the XDA Free Mobile App Have you installed the Selinuxmodechanger app? It takes in a lollipop to do it properly.
Unless you have a custom core with it that's already set to be permissive. Sent from my LGLS990 using XDA Free Mobile Application This app did not work for me , it says : SElinux has changed to permissive But nothing has really changed , I restarted the device and still the same . I may have to eradicate. Sent from
my SM-N900 using XDA Free Mobile Application [BUG/Error] SCR está dizendo que não tenho root Olá, Eu baixei o app hoje, e venho recebendo uma mensagem do aplicativo dizendo que eu não possuo root, mas meu dispositivo possui o acesso. Preciso de ajuda. Obrigado desde já! :d: Mediatek devices Internal
audio recording does not work on my Mediatek phone. Can you do this work with Mediatek device, please? :angel: Thanks I reflashed and reinstalled everything, audio problem of my device is solved . but the SCR display recorder still cannot record internal audio . Have you found anything yet? Sent from my SM-N900
While recording video with an internal audio DSP (Sony Sound Enhancments), a message began to show that there was another higher priority audio effect app. Once sony SE force closes with error, do not create an audio effect. How do I find out if the driver is still installed and remove it? Hey, guys. Just curious and
can not test If I connect a bluetooth handsfree, it takes audio from a Bluetooth microphone? Thank you. Sent from my D2303 using XDA Free Mobile App It kind of bothers me... How do I manually restore any changes that internal audio recording makes to the system? @iwobanas changes have been minimised. On all
versions of Android except 4.2 soft-install is used by default and no modifications are made to the system partition. All you need to do to restart changes to your SCR sound is restart your device. When system partition changes are required, the uninstall_scr.sh is created in the /system/lib/hw directory that contains all
uninstall commands. If you know what you are doing, you can read this scenario or run it from the root of the shell. In most cases, it is easier and safer to just start the SCR Pro and select the Mute audio source (which uninstalled the audio driver). Reactions: Hizo1 Restart does not help, uninstall_scr.sh does not exist
when internal sound is selected. Is that a substitute just audio_policy.conf then? That's weird. The system partition never changes without copying the uninstall script. The audio driver installer modifies the audio_policy.conf (backup was created first) and renames the audio modules to /system/lib/hw by replacing .primary.
with .original_primary. I attached a non-purpose device to this post so that you can copy it to your device and manually start it (renamed from .sh to .txt because .sh attachments are not supported). Page 26 That's weird. The system partition never changes without copying the uninstall script. Strange indeed. There is no
script uninstalle, but still SCR returns all stock files correctly. I cleaned sony SE app data and it no longer crashes, maybe I saved something when the driver is installed. EDIT: Never mind that I just read that I made this free now that I get things straight I'll make sure you make a $5 donation sorry for not reading. ----- Let
me be clear if this app was withdrawn from Google Play because I can't find it in the Google Play Store I paid for the pro version and this is fucking pathetic that I spent $5 and I can't even use this app I recently re-restored my tablet and now I can't install this app I have to buy it again? This is a big scam halfway through
Google Play buy app gets pulled can no longer be used. I'll have to think again before I buy any app in the future. Last edited: June 11, 2015 My Galaxy Mega Gt-I9205 can't record the screen after I've updated to Kitkat.. problem only when I select -internal audio... Or.. internal +mic.. in addition there is no problem still to
scrnshot .. I have the same problem on the Intel Bay Trail with kitkat 4.4.4 Wysłano z podziemi Mars City for helpcą distinctive pda I must say, this works perfectly well on my porcelain (some spreadtrum chipped cheap phone) as well as on Zenfone 2. Expect a small donation next week (pay won't come until then - so
thank you for the application and hope that errors on other phones and systems will also fix the application crashes when I choose Internal audio record or Internal audio + mic record. I have a Moto G 2014 with Android 5.0.2 with Lexodus Rom The application crashes when I select Internal Audio Track or Internal Audio
+ MIC Track. I have a Moto G 2014 with Android 5.0.2 with Lexodus Rom probably it's your custom (Lexodus) ROM error.... It works 100% fine here! (Moto G 2014 (XT1068) run: Stock Android 5.0.2) It restart my tablet Hi, why scr restart my tablet? When I use it on my phone works well, but on the tablet restarts after 1
minute, the only solution is when I scroll down the notification bar, but when I do not do it, so restart my tablet, my tablet is samsung galaxy tab III sm-t310. Thank you for your help. SELinux conducting Galaxy S4 at&amp;t I need SELinux to run because on oc3 does not allow SELinux to be permissive. Galaxy S4 i337
Lollipop 5.0.1 OC3 Stock rooted I can no longer use SCR screen recorder can no longer use SCR screen recorder when on internal audio recording. I have an ingrained galaxy tab sm-t700 tablet . This is due to SElinus set to be implemented. On behalf of all users of this great app, I must ask the author of the SCR
screen recorder, to please make this application work with internal audio recording, with selinux set to run. You, iwo banas, mentioned you could do it. Please, please, do it. A huge thank you if you're going to do this, and then I'm going to donate the price of this app for the third time. I can no longer use the SCR screen
recorder when it's on an internal audio recording. I have an ingrained galaxy tab sm-t700 tablet . This is due to SElinus set to be implemented. Did you get a hard-install warning dialog (asking about modifying the system partition)? What mistake exactly do you get? I haven't had time to work on SCR recently, but I should
have time to look at it this week or next. Hello Iwobanas, I'm having a little trouble. My settings are not persistent. They return to default values... The microphone setting in the parameter list does not always reflect the choice made in the list of microphone options. I can not remember if I had this problem with the PRO
version from PlayStore. Fred Reactions: silver2004 My settings are not persistent. They return to default values... The microphone setting in the parameter list does not always reflect the choice made in the list of microphone options. Does the problem only affect audio source settings or other settings? The audio source
intentionally resets to The Nemi (and an information dialog is displayed) after the Android audio subsuct crashes/restarts. It is designed to prevent a destabilizing system in the event of an incompatible audio actuator. Driver.
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